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ALHUQUEHQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY

VOLUME 20
THE WESTERN

FIRE FIEND

FEDERATION
OF

IN

FEES

USUAL

ELECTRIC C HAIR

Refused to Nominate

Smoke in the Bronx,

In Places

New York.

OF

MOYER

AND

HAYWOOD

Tried Today.

FAILED TO
SAVE HIM

of Its Bridge.

Denver, Colo., June 12. The Westof Miners today elect
ed its officers for the ensuing term.
The convention virtually
Chan. H. Moyer, president, and Hayby makwood as secretary-treasure- r,
ing no nominations for those offices.
the
According to the constitution,
present incumbents will hold over until their successors are elected. C. E.
Maloney of Butte was elected vice
president. The following members of
the executive committee were elected:
District No. 1 Marion W. Moore.
District No. 2 L. J. Simpkins of
Wardner, Idaho.
District No. 3 J. C. Lowney of
Butte.
District No. 4 Frank Schmelzer of
Silverton, Colo.
District No. 5 James Kirwin of
Terry. S. D.
District No. 6 Ernest Mills of Vancouver, H. C.
The matter of taking in the coal
miners of Ohio and other states was
passed over to the executive committee, with full authority to act.

ern Federation

RAILROAD PRESIDENTS

Testify If They

the Burning

By

New York, June

12.

Property

Page Without Any

val-

injured, and many forced to flee
Seeming Cause.
from their homes in scanty attire, by
fire in the block bounded by Uergen
and Brook avenues and 147th and ci'inCU'rC IV fACC
148th streets, Uronx, early today. All LVIULIiLL 111 LA3C
the Injured are firemen. They were
WAS CIRCUMSTANTIAL
victims of minor accidents during the
progress of the blaze, but none were
fatally hurt.
Boston, Mass., June 12. Charios
EVEN FIRE STRIKES
Ixmis Tucker, convicted of the murSTANDARD OIL COMBINE.
Springfield, Mo., June 12. A spark der of Mabel Page, at Weston, Mass.,
from a passing locomotive today set In March, 1904, was electrocuted at
fire to the warehouse of the Waters-Pierc- e 12 minutes after midnight, this mornOil company, which was burn ing.
It required three seperate
ed, with a loss of 150,000.
J. Ij.
Brockman, a spectator, was seriously shocks, scattered through seven mlnInjured by flying fragments when a untes, before the attending physician
large number of oil and gasoline bar- could pronounce life extinct, though
rels exploded.
the doctor said that there was no!
consciousness after the first shock.
GALVESTON CUT OFF
tence cf the law was carried into ef- - hind with a knife. There was vl-- i
.,.
,
m
FROM THE MAINLAND.
io save me me or we accusea inere,fect thi9 n,ornlng,
dence of
short struggle, then a
12. About was waged one of the most desperate
Houston, Tex., Juno
Tucker had proclaimed his inno- - thrust through the heart ended her
1,000 feet of the bridge, more than a
At the time of the discovery
cence from the first, hut he did not life.
NEGRO COLLEGE HOLDS
mile long, which connects Galveston
mention that subject In his last words, of the crime, there was no apparent
ANNIVERSARY
CELEBRATION. island with ithe mainland, burned this
No robbery
Just 1m fore taking Ills seat In the motive for the deed.
Xenla, Ohio, June 12. Wllberforce morning, completely Isolating Galves- electric chair, the condemned man had taken pace and the woman's
University, the oldest negro college ton from all connection with the out- took from his pocket a written state- clothing was not at all disarranged,
In the United States, is celebrating Its side world, except by boat.
Tucker's conviction was a surprise
tnent, which he read, and which said:
Golden jubilee this week. The uni"I hope that God will forgive me to those who had watched the case
versity was established in 1856 and ANNUAL CONVENTION OF
for all the wrongs I have ever done during the trial. He avow-ehfs lnno-isince then a number of fine buildings
BENEFIT ASSOCIATION.:
my past life. I forgive everybody cence from the start.
A scrap of
'nave been added t the original plant.
Sea Bright, N. J., June 12. The Na
who has wronged me. I am at peace paper and a 'broken
knife figured
Some time ago Andrew Carnegie ;ave tional Funeral Benefit association of.
with my Maker. May God have mercy strongly In sending him to the chair,
to the university 115,000 for a li the Junior Order U. A. M., opened Its
Upon the paper was the name of I. L.
on my soul."
brary building and that build'ng Is annual convention here today and at
Morton, written sunvoskdlv bv the
now finished and will be dedicated the same time the celebration of the
The killing of ..ibel Page was murderer when Miss Pago asked him
this week. Many prominent educators silver jubilee of the organization. The
erewsonie and mysterious. Alone In who had sent him with flip message
$2
from all parU of the countsy will at convention was opened by President
the Tiome of her father, exefpt for the! telling of her brother's Injury.
Ex- tend the exercises in honor of the Harris, who delivered his annual ad- presence of her slayer, she was at- - perts chimed the name was In Tuck- Golden jubilee.
President Rooseve
dress. After the committee on creof
In the cellar
tucked and stabbed with a knife while er's handwriting.
has been invited, but will not be able dentials ihad submitted
Its report,!
preparing to go to the bedside of her Tucker's home was found fragments
to attend.
State Councillor Edward Mount of
brother, whom sho 6uprxf"i t beiof a liroken hunting knife, with a
We-- t
Park wps Introduced and deseriously injured lu Bt)6tail.
..ioo;l spot on oao ctf the pieced.
CHINA IS BADLY IN
livered an address. Then Mayor John
The murderer told her that 'her Tucker was seen near the Page
NEED OF MONEY. W. Kylt-- and
some of the local offl-- i
was injured and after she dence on the day of the murder, and
Pekln, June 12. China is in bad cers of
1
delivered welcoming
had written, a note to her father,
a fish cart in which he had been
financial straits. The government's addrei-ses- the order
Governor Stokes welcomplaining that she would take the 12 riding was found a sheath of a knife
excuses are multiplying and there is ed the delegates
on behalf or the
o'clock train to Boston, she went up-- j which he admitted belonged to him.
no increase of revenues. The pay ot state of New Jersey.
Various enterstairs to her room, to change, her There was no direct eviaenco against
the new army Is considerably in ar- tainments have been arranged
for the
clothing for the Journey.
him.
rears and a great percentage of de benefit of the visiting delegates
by
Crouching behind .ier wen her
Tucker, 23 years old, was of good
MABEL PAGE.
sertions is resulting. The dowager the local members of tne order.
Page
slayer;
fastening
was
Miss
her, family, but was not favorably known.
empress has issued a long edict 1m
Miss Page was 41.
pressing on. all officials the necessity TOURNAMENT OF WOMEN'S
and determined legal battles known skirt when she was struck from
of economy.
GOLF ASSOCIATION J 'n the criminal records of this c;un- Brooklyn, N. Y., June 12. The first (try. After all the cunning expedients
MRS. WILLIAM ELLIS COREY
able attorneys had been exhausted,
championship tournament of the re-i'PITTSBURG VOTES
SUES FOR DIVORCE eently organized Women's Eastern and every court up to and including THE ORNAMENTAL
Reno, Nev., June 12. Mrs. William Golf association began this morning the supreme court of the United
TODAY ON GREATER
Ellis Corey, wife of the president of cn tne links of the Nassau Country States had decided adversely to the
OR THE PRACTICAL
the United States Steel corporation club
Cove, I,. I., and will accused, his lawyers were still
near
Glen
this morning filed a petition in the
four days. The first two days will daunted. They made every possible
Second district court of Nevada at De devoted
the preliminaries, while appeal to Governor Guild, and brought
this place on the ground of desertion the last twotodays
Has Two Conven - Pittsburg, as Does Allegheny
will be taken ui by; to boar upon him every influence at Chicago
and also requests the custody of their the championships.
reg their command; and when the state
the
Besides
minor son.
and the Surrounding
tions, One Being the
ular championship trophies several executive refused to intervene, they!
valuable special prizes will be con- - even made their appeal to the presi-testeGASOLINE BOAT WRECKED
Districts.
for. The list of entries is large dent of the United States. This lastMystic Shriners
AND TWO DROWNED
proving equally Ineffectual, the tenEureka, Cal., June 12. While cross and fine sport is expected.
ins the Humboldt bar lat evening,
the gasoline schooner, Corinthian
SO CONVIVIALLY FAMED AND BASEBALL FRIENDS HAVE A
took aboard a huge sea, causing her
were
o
Two
wreck.
to become total
drowned. They were Andrew Carry,
a student at the University of Cali
The Other the Farmers' Marketing! Great Day of Gladness in the City
fornia and Ole Carlson, a sailor.
of New YorK Tod-- y Over the
Association to Plan Ways to
I

j

j

f

j

n

m

j

j

j

rsl-broth-

mP

.

ex-il- n

.tin-la-

-

NORTH CAROLINA TEAGHERS

IS RELEASED AND
NEGOTIATIONS ARE ON FOR A
PITCHER FROM COLORADO.

RICHARDSON

The fans may be enabled to witness
iinother game of base ball on the
home grounds next Sunday. It may
Vegas that encounters
the
be
Browns and it may be a team from El
Paso. If neither of these, the Browns
may lie called upon to g against the
Big Six team of Trinidad, Colo. The
game depends upon which of the
three teams mentioned takes the bait
first. The mangeuient of the Browns
Is in communication with all of them,
and one is almost sure to accept.
After a consultation last night between Manager Cavauaugh and Secretary Houston, they got their heads
together and decided that Richardson
would not do, and the Coast Ix'ague
southpaw was consequently released.
Ar the same time ingot iat ions were
opened with a pitcher in Colorado. If
the deal goes through, there will be a
new pitcher in the box for the home
team in Sunday's game.

ALLEGED MURDERERS
GO TO COUNTY JAIL

Standing of the Giants.

Sell Their Products.

Pittsburg. Pa., June 12. In ac
Chicago, 111., June 12 The thirty- second annual session of the Imperial cordance with the order issued by
Council of the Ancient Arabic Order: Judge ri. A. .McClung the citizens of
of Nobles of the Mystic Shrine, which1 Pittsburg, Allegheny and outlaying
was to sbe held in Los Angeles. Cal.. districts are voting today on the pro
in Mav. but had to be postponed ow- - position to consolidate the territory
ingto the hovic wrought by the earth- - into one (.it ater Pittsburg. The plan
quake, opens here toilay. The Coun- - Jf Annexation has been agitated for
cil was called to order at 10 o'clock several years and early this spring
this morning in Medinah Temple, cor- - 'he matter finally reached a ioint
Walton Place and Dearborn Ave. when it was considered opportune to
The session tomorrow morning will ner
It
of the lmerial bring the matter to a decision.
The headnuarters
'?ld in the auditorium of tho ag- - Council
derided t put the matter before
have been established at the1 "'
aim
iiuiiiiuitti
iiift.iiituirai tuiiffif (ireat Northern Hotel, where Imperial the people and let thorn deHidu by
uh adl,reMCB ,
ciovernor C.Ienn Potentate. Imperial .Treasurer and hir vote whether the creation of a
m a" J"',r' Imnerlal Recwder hAve their anat t - tireater i'ilislmrg should become a
S,,U1
'
:yD'r
v arotma ana
or
.m
The session of the fact or mt. It is believed that a largo
,:
lestia S. J'arrlsh or the Georgia state'"
principally devoted to vot- wii! lie polled and that the do
u
..v
uu
,,l
!,.r.u
there will be enough ci.smn will lie overwlielnnnirly in favor
..t'l l.r. o n ., ... ... t cnnl I. ,n .. u.vl. IMlhlUhh
1 he
moveof a (ireater Pittsburg.
t"""u"-chambeand in the evening President; "mt r"" nt" ""
ment has the solid support ot the
Wiiitsett will deliver his annual ad-- MPORTANT ACTION BY
CoiM tlm eminent puny and of the
i
uie.--r,
m .unn. nn.v
ne
FARMERS OF THE WEST. Chamlie"
Commerce.
win ne lunoweu i.y a reception to inn,
Oiicat'o, 111., June 12 Following
teachers given by Governor and Mrs.!,ne organization
of the
Michigan GIANTS RAISE PENNANT
Th recllon will be held at bTlim.h )f the Ameri an Society of
Glenn.
OF WORLD CHAMPIONSHIP,
will
be
.,.
executive
and
the
mansion
K,ity a short tilm. ,,, at Owosso, New Vork. June :'. A great, treat
followed by a special concert given by, tno Iiational
aSlu;..;.:,
cait.j a await, the thousands of baseball
,, i,,.. t(J(,.,v at ,.,,
the orchestra of the Sunday school of Im.,llIK w llk.h
luU(. ,.,.
wll
,,,is tjt
the First Baptist church. On the fol- - ,h(J (.It,u Nor, ,.,.
s ine the
roo-iiifor'
Hotel,
ever
Giants
the
Mr
the
l iw ing two days there will lie general
.
This afternoon the
,,uri,S(, of f,)rmil: ; a Marketing As- - ea.sou
a
number
sectional
sessions
with
and
H(K.iatl(m
association is to Giants will hoist the world s liani- of an
cresting address. Hi'-- ' 'llt',"l,K ie composedT1.
of larniei s and its object pionship pennant at the polo grounds
will close on I rluay evening.
,
to ,ark,., all kilu of perishable and it is expected that a reeord- vegetables and fruiis, as weil as but- - breaking crowd will be in atte:i-Vneter, eggs, poultry and all kinds of on that memorable occasion. The
VOCALISTS OF GRAND RAPIDS,
dairy products. Fanners of Michigan, 'members of lie National Commission,
PUBLIC
GIVE
RECITAL. Indiana, Illinois and other middle1 consisting of il. C. Puliiain, pre. iilent
WILL
Grand Rapids, Mich., June 12. The states are In attendance.
It Is pro- - of the National League. B. It. Job ison,
Grand Rapids Choral Cnion, which posed to control the supply of all president of the American lMgin and
un1 il t lie markets are ready Augu.-- t
llarriiiau of Cincinnati and
w as organized u few tnoiit lis ago, w ill products
it and in tins way nruig
the many other prominent naseiiui:
uive its first public concert this even- lor
producers all the benefit
he
that are ticials v.iJ be present.
anie
- chorus consists of or.s bun- I
,
ing. ThV1.()
(tlets from storing vege- - which ui.l be one of the features of
city
Miees
in
and
the
of
eg
the
lie
us
tallies,
will
best
and the like at a the iiftenioon
dreil
between the
fruits,
lias been lebearsing for many weeks time of pleaiily and low prices for a Giants ai.
the Cinciisuui is. There
WYllenR.
A.
of
high
direction
under the
prices. It will also l.e addresses and special
time of scarcity and
conductor. The,s distinctly stated that the new or- - music. The feature of this morning
stein, ihe nuuical
by
an
accompanied
will
ganlzation Is not to be a trust, but is was a parade of nearly one hundred
le
chorus
orch stra w lib h w as orgnnizi d lor t tie dimply to be organize for the pur- and amateur base- purpose. Among the numbers on the pse of eliminating the Individual as ball clubs of Greater New York. The
program ar,- - Cade's Spring Message" a marketer of his products and mar- - players marched down Broadway to
"Hay Break," by Fanning, the SactusjUet them through the association. City Hali. where they were reviewed
from Gounod's St. Cecilia Mass and. though they may reach the consumer bv the in. or and city officials. Then
troni ultimately through the bame channels they, the man hers, took u special
"Ihe Heavens are leiiing.
Haydn's "Creation."
train to the Polo grounds.

Representative Teachers From All the State
in Attendance and Leaders in Education

From Other Parts of Union.
Rakigh, N. ( June 12. Teachers'
are arriving here from all parts of the
an- state to attend tho twenty-third

r."'"""s
eacners- assembly,

VrV "7.7
a op
wnicn
evening
Academy or
at
the
here this
.Illicit..

.1.

.

Al.

IIHJ

ill

...O."1'
......lyw....rl
II

I

l

Joseph G. Brown ot
of commerce of this city. He-- i
uponse win ne inane uy nuiioinun'r
ent liagsuaie or Pitt. Mate superin- tendent Joyner will deliver an address
on tho educational progress of the
year in North Carolina and will be
followed by N. C. SchuftVr, ihe presi- dent of the National Kducation asso- ciation and State Superintendent of
Schools in Pennsylvania, who will be
introduced by President Charles l.
Mclver of the State Normal and Indust rial college.
by President

the-ing-

-

MAN KILLED AT SANTA FE WAS
EDITOR
OF
SON OF FORMER
SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN.
SOUTHERN NEW ENGLAND
SHOOTING TOURNAMENT.
Thomas S. Tucker, the man kicked
Meriden, Conn., June 12. The big
to diath at a dance at Santa Fo on
Sunday morning, proves to be a son three days shooting tournament of the
of one of the founders and former Southern New England Sehuetzen- editors of tne Sim' a l New Mexican, bund opened here today at the Schuct- ot
and a former adjutant general
zen
park.
he
first two days
New Mexico.
l
of the tournament will be taken up
Benito Chaves and
,
the men ai r. sted on a state- with competitions for tne members of
1

lion-quil-

ment made by Knrique Romero, an
claim to
,.ye witness of the
know nothing of the tight in which
Tucker was kicked to death, but the
(omner's jury found a verdict, which
ordered that they should be placid in
jail for investigation. In' the preliminary hearing which followed, bonds
of t tie prisoners were placed at iw.
1! th went to jail in default of bonds.

MEETING

IN ANNUAL

Ihe Sehuetzentitind. while the third
day is reserved for the oj n tompetl- tion. The tournament opened this
morning with a parade of Gie sharp- sliooiers, who marched in a body tj
the Sehuetzen park, w here the ranse
was In readiness for th;m. The at- tendanre Is larger than at any prev- ious Schuetzenfest of the Southern
New Kngland society.

'

r- -

?''

Wish-Trad-

Officials,
MAY STATEHOOD

Of

ers'

Insurance Co. Prosecuted
By San Franciscoans.

He Had Murdered Mabel!

ued at more than half a million dollars
ws destroyed, nearly a score of per-so-

BAIT OUT FOR
GAME NEXT SUNDAY

IN THE SENATE

Rebates From Will Probably Vote Nov.
Burlington, Not Yet
6th for Territorial

EFFORTS

ALL

Action on the Petition of Coal Galveston Cut Off From Main

Land

ON STATEHOOD

Accepted

OIL WAREHOUSE IS BURNED

Miners Left to Executive
Committee.

STILL HARPING

FOUND GUILTY

Held Election Today and Half Million Goes Up in;

14,')

NUMHHIl

PACKING
TUCKER MEETS HIS DEATH MEAT
COMPANIES ARE

CLAIMS HIS

MINERS

EVENING, .JuNfc 12, li)0(J.

e-.

-

I

1

r

1

i

,.

bet-ail-

c

'

I

-

i.

1

I

AND

MEMBERS

Bill

Convention-Ka- te

Re-

committed to Conference Committee.

Kansas City, Mo., June 12. Tne
cases of the four meat packing com
repanies, charged with accepting
bates, was this morning given 1f the
Jury In the United States district
court here. A verdict Is exuected to
day. The cases ycre those of Armour,
Swift, Cudahy and Nelson Morris.
They are charged In the Indictments
returned here lat December, with
accepting from the Burlington rail
way concessions on shipments
from
the Kansas City plants to New York,
export.
for
The cases were consoli
dated for trial purposes.
They Are Found Guilty. ,
Later Armour & Co., Swift & Co.,
Cudahy & Co., and the Nelson Morris
Packing company were found guilty
In the United Slates district court
here this morning of accepting con
cessions from the Burlington railway.
Judge McPherson stated that sentence fwould not be assessed until the
case against the Burlington, which Is
charged with granting the concessions to the packers, is concluded.
The Burlington's trial will begin this
afternoon. The law In the present
case 'provides for a fine only and not
for a jail sentence.
Burlington Yet to Be Tried.
The Latest After the Jury retired
District Attorney Van Valkenburg announced that the government and the
attorneys for the defendant liad prac
tically agreed upon the statement of
facts In the case of the Burlington,
which Is under Indictment, charged
with granting concessions to the packing companies, whose case was on
trial today. No witnesses will there
fore be examined In the Burlington
case, which probably will come to
trial this afternoon.

Washington, D. C, June 12. In )he
o
senate today, Beveridge Bought
withdraw the conference report on the
statehood bill, so that the conference
might take up the compromise agreed
on yesterday afternoon, but the request was opposed by Blackburn of
Kentucky, who made a point of order
that the conference report being tho
property of the two bouses cannot be
withdrawn except by unanimous consent. Carter replied that technically
the report in this case had been presented to the house. He contended
that under the parctlce of the nenate,
conference reports could be withdrawn at any time previous to the action of the eenate. He took issue with,
the statement of Blackburn that the
report is the Joint property of both
houses, saying that the papers are all
in the senate and the matter had not
been presented to the house. Dodge
and Foraker took the position that
upon objection to withdrawal of the
report, and such permission can be
granted only by vote of the senate.
Beveridge thereupon moved that leave
be granted to withdraw the report,
and this carried without division. He
then formally withdrew the report,
thus taking the bill back to confer- - .
ence.
No Action Taken Until Tomorrow.
The conference on the statehood
bill mot informally today and agreed
upon a new report to be made in accordance with the compromise plan in
regard 'o Arizona and New Mexico. In
among
view of some dissatisfaction
democrats la the senate, It was
thought best not to bring in the report until tomorrow. In the meantime an effort wrlll be made to placate
the democrats in order to avoid re
RAILROAD PRESIDENTS CAN
COME BEFORE COMMISSION. opening the discussion of the statePhiladelphia, Pa., June 12. The hood question.
presidents of the 'big coa4 carrying
railroads will he given an opportunity WHAT THE COMPROMISE
ACTUALLY WILL PROPOSE.
to appear before the Interstate commerce commission and make any Special to Evening Citizen:
statement; they desire. Commissioner
Washington, D. C., June 12. The
Cockrell eald today that invitations compromise agreed on by the repubwould be extended to the presidents lican leaders yesterday end which the
of the Pennsylvania, the Baltimore & conference committee expects to reOhio, the' Norfolk & Western,
the port to the senate tomorrow or some
Chesapeake & Ohio and the New York other day, is the following:
Central railroad to appear before the
"That at the general election to be
commission. No subpoenas will be held on the 6th day of November,
Issued for the iheads of these roads, 1906. all the electors of said terri
and their appearance will be entirely tories respectively, qualified to vote
optional with themselves. The com at such election are hereby authorized
mission resumed inquiry today into to vote and choose delegates to form
the relation of railroads to the coal a convention for said territories. The
aforesaid convention shall consist ot
and oil interests.
110 delegates, sixty-siof which deleFIRE INSURANCE COMPANY
gates shall be elected to said convenGETTING IN TIGHTPLACE. tion by the people of the territory ot
San Francisco, Cal., June 12. The New Mexico, and forty-fou- r
by the
San Francisco ipollcy holders in the people of tihe territory of Arizona, and
Traders' insurance company of Chi- tho governors, chief Justices and sec
cago havo adopted a report of their retaries of each of said territories, readvisory committee, and have resolved spectively, shall apportion the deleto organize a corporation for the col- gates to bo' thus elected from their
lection of their claims. At a meeting respective territories, as nearly as
yesterday the policy holders author- may be equitable among the several
ized the appointment of nine Incor- counties thereof In
with
porators to arrange tho necessary the Mipul.atlon as shown by the fedpreliminaries and file tho articles of eral census of 1900.
Incorporation. This procedure
was
"That at the said general election
decided upon after the K!icy holders and on the same ballots on which the
had been informed of the refusal ot names of candidates to the convention
tho receiver In Chicago to afford their aforc-salare sprinted, there shall be
committee any Information whatever submitted to tho qualified electors ot
regarding the financial condition of each of said territories a question
th Traders' Insurance company or Its which shall be stated cn the ballot in
stockholders.
sulstance and form as follows:
"'Shall Arizona and New Mexico
be united to form one state?,"
ACTION IS BROUGHT
Then follows Instructions In detail
AGAINST UNKNOWN PARTIES for marking tho ballots and the transmission of the results to tho secretary
of the Interior, after which it is proVICENTE MONTOYA SEEKS TO ES vided:
TABLISH TITLE TO ANY PART
"If it appears from returns that
OF ALAMEDA
LAND
GRANT a majority cf the electors in each of
SHE MAY OWN.
the territories voted in favor of union
not otherwise, the lnhal-Itant- s
"Vicente Montoya vs. the unknown then, and
Arizona
of
and New Mexico, as
heirs of Francisco Montes Vigil, de- at present described,
may become the
ceased; the unknown heirs of Juun state of Arizona,
but If In either of
Gonzales, deceased, und all unknown 'he territories a majority
of the elecowners of the real estate described tors bhall have voted against
the
In tho complaint," is a title of one of
iiiiMii. then provisions of the bill for
those mysterious land suits for which tho
assembling of tho constitutional
New Mexico Is famous, filed t.'iay by
convention shall become null and void,
McMillen &. Raynolds.
excepting that the appropriation made
In this carte, the land In question jdiall be available
for defraying all
Is tho Alameda land grant.
It is de- and every kind and character of
scribed in part as follows: "I: Minded
Incurred on account of the elecon the north by the ruins of an old
of delegates to th convention of
pueblo, on the s.uth by. a sin ill hill, tion
said
submission of the questl.m of
which was the boundary of Luis
Garcia, on t lie east by the Ri) del statehood.
"Kach territory will elect a deb-ga- te
Norte, as It ran in the year 171", near
to congress and vote for reguthe eastern foothills, ami on the west lar territorial officers
at the same
by a prairie and hills, and containing, election,
so that In case the Joint'
according to official survey thereof, statehood proposition
s rejected, the
S'J,34G acres of land."
affairs of the territories will continue
Tho land was granted to Fianclsco as heretof.
re."
Montes Vigil by the King i f .s'pain,
in 1710, as a reward
for military RAILROAD RATE BILL
services.
SENT TO CONFERENCE.
The plaintiff by this suit h pes to
Washington, IX C, June 12. Railestablish a clear title to any share
of tho said property which the may road rate bill was sent to conference.
IS'J-9'and Hepburn, Sherman and
justly own.
Richardson appointed conferees on
part of ttie house.
GOULDS LEFT FOR
EUROPE TODAY.
Situation of the Bill.
New York, June 12. Mr. an I Mrs
r
Goorge J. G uld and their twi
Dalzell in addressing the house, exdaughters.
Miss Marjorie anj Miss plained, the parliamentary
status ot
Vivian und Mrs. Klngdon, the inoth-the rate bill. He staled that the senof Mrs. Gould, sailed on the GeiuiHii ate had amende, the bill, and that on
l.loyd st. ainshlp Kaiser Wilhclm der the request of the house a conference
G rosso for Europe today.
Thev in between the two houses had been
tend to make an ex. ended nutoniol l!c agreed upon. Now the esnato had re'our through Kurope, accompiiiisd by committed the till to the conference,
their second sun. Jay G uild, tn.i has lie proposed that the request of the
been in England, tak'nt; part In ihe senate for further conference be
championship tennis gin c.
granted.
x
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PAGE TWO.
Mrs. J. C. Schlott. Mm. S. C. Imn,
Mm. F. K. Olnev, Mian Nora Ponton,
Mm.
F. R. Clapp, Mm. D. K.
Dniley.
Tho committee of arrangements will
have lin early meet Iiir. It Is understood that there will lu no formal pro-
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Dally by Carrier. 60c per month

25
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CONVERSE

BY

AT THE AGE LIMIT OF 62 IN THE
NAVY, ROOSEVELT ASKS HIM
TO PLEASE KEEP HIS JOB INDEFINITELY AN OLD TAR WHO
FIGHTS DISEASE BY KEEPING
ON HIS FEET
NO OSLERISM
IN HIS.
Special Correspondence.
Washington, June 12. They may
chlorolorni some men at 60, but the
Oslerists are down and out when it
comes to Rear Admiral Geo. A. Converse, chief of the bureau of navigation, the most important executive
office In the navy.
"Retire George?"' tolowed President
Roosevelt when they told hint the
other day that Converse was C2 years
old. and was therefore of the age of

retirement.
Then the president seized a pen;

here were vivid flashes of teeth and

in a couple of minutes a letter went
to the admiral reouesting him to con
tinue indefinitely in his bureau chief
tainship.
George Admiral Converse If you
prefer is counted as a
ladder man in value at the navy of'
top-of-th- e-

V'

'

HEAR ADMIRAL. G. A. CONVERSE.
flee. He built the first Yank torpedo
boat. He is an expert of ordnance;
also an expert of equipment; likewise
regular old tar at navigation.
Physically he's a mark for the
Oslerites.
He has been an invalid
for 20 years. Not a bedroom patient,
but a sick man who keeps his boots
on and sticks to work.
Fifteen yearn ago they took him on
a stretcher to a North Carolina watering; place, where he could look out at
the ocean and die in peace. George
prowled so fiercely at them all that
they left him end then suddenly he
was back on his ship.
When In command of a ship the
admiral never leaves the bridge. He
has his meals brought to him there,
and he snatches a few hours sleep in
the little round house wrapped in a
blanket.
Nothing could be more typical of
the man. Me has kept alive, his
friends say, by keeping on his feet.
This he does literally in his present
position. There is a large low desk
in his office, in the middle of the
room a desk such as ot her officers
Insist on having. But it is never
used by Admiral Converse. Off in
the northeast corner of the room the
d
admiral has a little
breast-hig- h
desk at which he stands.
Jlere he is to be found on his feet
from 9 In the morning until after all
his assistants and clerks are comfortably seated In the grand stand
watching the ball game.
The admiral is quick, terse and to
the point. He wastes no words.
Kvery hour of his life is a fight and
every hour he is making good.
On board ship the lads all idolize
"the old man."
eleun-itoppe-

REUNION OF STATES
AT H005IER

PICNIC

COMPLETE ARRANGEMENTS LAST
NIGHT FOR MAMMOTH PICNIC
(ON JULY 4 IN GALINAS CANYON
Some months ago, at the organiza-

tion of the Hoosier club of New Mexico, it was determined to have an old

fashioned Hoosier basket picnic July
4, nnd to ask the people .of other
Vegas to parstates residing in
ticipate, says the Optic.
Ijist night there was a large gathering of Moosiers at their club room
to complete arrangements. A general
committee of arrangements, composed
of the following Hooslers. was
to take general management
of the picnic: Dr. F. E. Olney, It. C.
I'lttenger, Dr. F. R. Clapp, N. 13. Rose-berrJames G. Mc.N'ary, F. J. Geh-rlnC. V. Hedgecock, W, 11. Hunker,
y,

g,

JUNE

15.

rrtph

Only

WANTED.
Sewing by tho day. IH'j
.orth second strrct.
WANTED
A
grocery man, at TiTe
Jaffa grocery s;ore, at once.
WANTED
Three or four-roofur
nished cottage; must be close in and
reasonable. Address P. O. box. 190.
or
WANTED To rent three-"four- room
furnished house, family of
three; no Invalids. Address, Box

C(NTS

at

HIGHLAND PHARMACY
205 East Railroad Ave.

73.
Vva,n

and

ALVARADO

PHARMACY

First and Gold Ave.

O

sO0OCKCKOHCKOOOOOO

Full Set of Teeth
Gold Crowns
Gold Filling

Painless

Extracting

$8
....50c

$6.00
$1.50 Up

Uenilemeira seconu-hanlh.u
clothing. No. 515 South First street,
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. It. ,T. Sweeney, proprietor,
WANTED
l.ady or gentleman of fair
education to travel for a firm of
IMO.tMM) capital.
Salary. $1,072 per
year and expenses.
Salary paid
weekly and expenses advanced; references required. Address, with
stamp, J. A. Alexander, Alhuquer-fue- ,
d

N. M.

MALE HELP WANTED.

WANTED Branch managers;
$20
cash, weekly. Live at home. Experience unnecessary. No canvass
ing. Enclose stamp for particulars.
Aluminum Hanger Co., Chatfield,
Minn.
FOH RENT.
FOR RENT Two rooms for light
housekeeping. C16 West Coal avenue.
B. F. COPP.
FOR
RENT
Rooms
at Coyote
ROOM 12, N. T. AKM1JO BUILDING
Springs. For terms, address, T. J.
Topham, City.
FOR RENT Three-rooin
House
INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE
the Highlands, $12 per month. AdNOTARY PUBLIC.
dress, Highlands, Citizen office
Room o, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
FOR
RENT Pleasant front rooms for
Automatic Telephone, 174.
housekeeping. Rent reasonable. 524
West Railroad avenue.
FOR RENT
hoiise
at 219 North Fifth street. Apply to
Felipe Gurule, In First National
bank building.
FOR
RENT Two fuTnished
front
rooms; cool, electric light, hot nnd
American League.
At Cleveland
board If desired. 516
r. ji. 13. etild bath,
Cleveland
v. .
East Coal avenue.
4 14
2
Warrington
c 10 1 roTTriENT
Nicely
fiinnsTTed cTR
Joss, Eels and Clark j
tage, piano, etc.. and other rooms,
Falkesberg and Kittredge.
very cheap. Mrs. E. K. Morris,
At Detroit
,t. H. E.
eas-end of viaduct. Apply at
Betrolt.
5
6 4
store.
Ko':o
7 13 3 FOR RENT Two pleasant
furnished
Battenas
Sievers, Eubank s and
rooms for light. Housekeeping; also
Payne; Tauneb.il, Harris ana
two pleasant adobe rooms for sleeping cr light housekeeping. Mrs.
At Chicago
E.
r.
h.
Rutherford. 517 South Broadway.
mcago
0 6 1
N'ew York
3 7 1
FOR SALE.
Batteries
Smith and Sullivan; FORSALR 60" laying hens. Inquire
Hogg and McGuire.
Luster ranch, or address Box 158.
At St. Louis
H. tt.
FOR SALE Remington typewriter,
St. Louis
1
3 1
in good condition; very cheap. 002
Philadelphia
5 9 1
soutn First street.
uatteries Howell and Sipencer; Dy
FOH SALE A hauusotne ilarclinan
gert and Schreck.
piano, in fine condition and almost
tew, at a bargain.
National League.
For particuAt New York
lars, call at this office.
rt. w v.
Cincinnati
0 6 1 FOR SALE- - V flm-ciasdouule-tm- r
Aew York
1
5 2
reled,
shotgun; bran new
Kra.er and Livingston;
llatteries
never has been used; one of th
MiGinnlty and Bowernian.
best makes. Call at The Citizen of
At Brooklyn
n 1113
flee for particulars.
Chicago
8 i
2 FOnrSALE
Homo Ice plant; capacity
Brooklyn
g 0
3
Is one ton of Ice per day; refrigBatteries Overall and Kling;
s
erator In connection. In
Mclntyre and Ritter.
Tony MJchelhach, Old
condition.
At Philadelphia
h.- U.K.
Town.
Pittsburg
13 1
FOR SALE A Vose & Son parlor
Philadelphia
3 12
2
grand piano, in use only four
Batteries Leifield, Leever, Gibson
months, cause of selling, sickness.
and Phelps; Sparks and Donovan.
Will st 11 to first fair offer. Inquire
At Boston
r.
h, e. at
702 West Coal avenue.
5' 11
Boston
1
.
in frame house,
St. Louis
jj
9 1 FOR SALE Five-rowith orchard, two acres of ground;
Batteries I. Indemann and Brown;
one block from Twelfth street car
Taylor and Grady.
line; in coming residence portion
of the Lowlands. Good Investment.
Western League.
At Lincoln
9h:i North Eleventh street.
R. H. E.
Lincoln
5 10 3 FOR SALE 1,000 lb. meat box and
Omaha
6 10 1
new computing scales, cheap; also
Batteries Morse, Jones and Zin-rasmall stock of groceries; must be
Sanders and Gonding.
sold this week. 1200 South Edith
At Denver
20-Mu- le
R. H. E.
street.
Denver
0
4 10
FOR
house,
SALE A seven-rooSioux City
0 3 4
newly painted,
all modern conBatteries
Wright and Zalusky;
veniences, with six lots, trees pnd
Corbet t and Hess.
shrubbery. A snap to any one lookAt Pueblo
R. H. E
ing for a home. J. M. Wilkinson,
Pueblo
4 xi 0
Wool Scouring mills.
Des Moines
c 0
4
Batteries Wllemlorf and Schrant; FOR SALE Stock and timber ranch:
about 7itO acres fenced; 30 head of
McKay and Towne.
catt'e, 3 horses; wagons, tools and
farming Implements.
Two
American Association.
houses, barn, and large corral. Only
At Columbus
two miles from railroad. Adjoining
Columbus
1
Plenty ot
government reservation.
Kansas City
4
water.
Price. $4,500. Easy terms.
At Ioulsville
N. Peach & Co., real estate dealers,
Louisville
4
212 West Cold avenue.
U
Minneapolis
At Iudianaitolls
FOR SALE Two sets ol snelvlug,
Indianapolis
, . 5
ninety feet long; two sixteen-foo- t
St. Paul
3
counter.
counters; one thirty-foo- t
At Tub? do First Uatne
Call at F. F. Trotter's.
Toledo
LOST.
2
Milwaukee
LOST Between 511 South Broadway
Second dame
ami 415 North Fourth street, the
3
Toledo
end nate out of a spring wagon.
Milwaukee
2
Fender will plea.se return same to
The Call of the Wild.
or notify
Henry Westerfeld, 2o7
(TO B. A. M.)
Railroad avenue, and receive reDid you never see the mountains
ward.
When the sun v. as sinking low
FOUND.
Turn fri'in brown to blue and lilac
FOl'ND
pair of heavy
In the rosy west rn glow?
gloves.
Owner can recover same
upon calling at The Citizen olliee
Have you never teen the forest
and paying for this notice.
When the winds were blowing free
Waving, waving, piney fingers
Mix. oamiiiui, at ner parlors, No
20;t Wost Railroad avenue, Is pre
Beckoning hands to you and me?
pared to give thorough scalp treat
Hive y in nev r heard 'he waters
'"iu. uo hair dressing, treat corns
As they sparkle fall and part
biiiiii.iis and Ingrowing nails.
She
Whisper to your soul the secrets
givts massage treatment and nianlcur
Of the wild w ods" inmost heart?
own
preparation
Mrs. Bambini's
of I'nutplexlon cream builds up
the
Have you never laid at liuuning
"iti and
Improves the complexion,
As the birds broke into song
ati.l
s guaranteed
not to be Injurl
Heard the anthem to Jehovah
"is. She also prepares a hair tonic
That would roll :he woods along?
t!::it cures and prevents dandruff and
a'r tailing out; restores life to deajd
Calling, calling, nature calling you
'Kir. removes moles, warts and
To b r ow n, the sons of men
hair. Also a face powder,
Wooing them with beauty's langtre freikle cure and pimple cure and pile
Back to her own paths again.
e"1"".
AsK roar Dealer foe
ar
All of these preparations
EMMA BALLOi: STIiVENS.
purely vegetable compounds.
Have
just addd a vibrator machine for
A lazy liver leads to chronic dys- ti'anuent,
of scalp, face and cure of
the
pepsia
weakens
constipation
and
Free sample and booklet for Sc.
wrinkles. It I also used for rheuma-'ism- ,
,C!'iC
Rcgulets
whole
system.
Doan's
pains and massage.
tamp and dealer's osme cf Pacific per
lx), correct the liver, tone the
Coast Borax Co., Chicago, 111.
Try a Citizen Want ad.
stomach, cure constipation.

Frank P. Harris, the railroad contractor, who has had charge of the
construction of the government dam
and reservoir at Roswell, New Mexico,
was in El Paso Saturday. He gave the
News representative a pleasant In
terview and talked freely of the Irrigation project at that place. AH the
work Is now practically completed and
the reservoir is ready to receive and
store the water from the Hondo river.
By the 15th of June, Wood, Bancroft &
Doty will have finished all the spillways and completed all work on the
dam and reservoir, and the work will
be accepted by the government. The
headgates will also be put In, and the
riprapplng on fill No. 4 will be com
pleted. Mr. Harris, who has nad
charge of the work since a year ago
th
last December, has completed
work.
The dam, which is ten feet high, diverts the whole stream of the Hondo
river into the reservoir from which
the excess water is let back into the
river by means of gates and spillways.
The reservoir is located about
twelve miles west of Roswell. It has
a circumference of alioiit ten miles,
and will store water enoush tit the
present to water 10,000 acres of land.
If the reservoir helds tne water successfully, its capacity will be doubled
in the near future. The reservoir is
about forty feet deep, and the (ills,
of which there are six, are from twenty to thirty feet high.
An average of one hundred teams
and two hundred men, Mr. Harris says
have been working on this project for
over a year. The cost will be $250,000.
There Is some work yet to be done on
the lateral cnnals, which will be done
immediately after the work on the reservoir Is completed.
The benefit of the reservoir to that
section of the country will be incalculable, and many farms and homes will
be sold where formerly It was a desert.
The Carlsbad Project.
Mr. Harris also gave some Interesting information in regard to the
Carlsbad Irrigation project, on which
some work Is being done, and as soon
as the necessary machinery and equipment arrive a full force will be put
n to rebuild ;he diversion dam in the
Pecos river, which was washed out last
year. The work Is to be completed to
receive next spring's water, and will
cost aliout $450,000.
The diversion dam In the Pecos river Is located about seventeen miles
above Carlsbad and the storage dam
is six miles above that. Work will
have to be hurried through and Mr.
Harris says work will be plentiful and
will be well paid for.
Mr, Harris left for Mexico to look
Into the field for his sort of work in
the neighborhood of Temosachic.
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Copltsl

surplus, $100,000
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SAVINGS

ON

DEPOSITS

Loan

Co

a

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSB
as low as $10.00 and as high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly aade
Dnfi
and strictly private.
Time:
month to one year given. Goods remain In your possession. Our rates
are reasonable. Call and see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts ot the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
tlB West Railroad Ate.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
--

With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.

ttTOs(fl9

Mm Stele

Extends to Depositors every proper Accommodation, and Solicits New
Accounts Capital, $150,000.00.

$250-

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS
LUNA, President; W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier; V7.
J. JOHNSON, Asst. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solomon Luna, A. M. Blackwell, George Arnot, O. E. Cromwell.

SOLOMON
Buys a lot on South Edith street.
snap for somebody. Also

A

TENT HOUSE
FOR SALE.

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

PORTERF1ELD COMPANY.
(Incorporated.)
110 West Gold Avenue.
Notarial

3. A. SLCYSTCff

Seven-rooni)FiF- k

INTEREST

Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses

ABSOLUTELY GUAR
ANTEED.

work

and

PROFESSIONAL

&

8ANTA FE

RY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

conveyancing.

ALBUQUERQUE,

N. SI.

CARDS

Offlcsn and Director.

JOSHUA 8. RAYMOLD

LAWYERS.
Ira
.

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

M.

M. W. FLOURNOY

Bona.
32

N. W., Washington,

FRANK McKEB

F street

President

,

,

Ylce President

................. ......

Cashier
Assistant Cashier
Director

R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLD8

D. C. Pensions,
patents, copyrights, caveats
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
H. W. U. Bryan.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
que, N. M. Office, First MaUonaX
Bank building.

lands,

C

.

li'.'it.'- -

DEPOSITORY.

Authorised Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

E. W. Dobson.
.
Office Crcm
well block, Albuquerque, N. M.

WOO.OOOjH
260,O0O.C

Depository foe Atchison, Topeka A Bants Fe Railway Company

ATTORNEY-AT-LAW-

Ha-ter-

DENTISTS.

Arm-bruste- r.

e

Pas-toricu-

first-clas-

d

CCCCCDrCC

DR. J. E. KRAFT,

t

Team
Borax
Cleans

Paint

ALBUQUERQUE

PERSONAL PROPERTY LOANS.

Dental Surgeon.

Rooms 15 and 16, Grant block, over
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
Both 'phones. Appointments made by

YOUR ACCOUNT

X

fcdmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
No. 30S Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 8:30 a. rn., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
polntments made by mail.

PHYSICIANS.
DR. R. L. HUST,
Office,
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with
Electrical Current and Germicide. Treatments given each day
from 8 a. in. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
In attendance.
Both "phones.
6--

High-Frequen-

tK.

W. G. SHADRACH,

Practice

limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat,
Occullst and Aurlst for Santa Fe coas
lines.
Office, 313 V4 West" Railroad
avenue.
Hour: 9 to 12 a. m. and 1.30 to 5
P.

ALBUQUERQUE,

115.

A. BORDERS,

Commercial Club Building. Black
and white hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS.
F. W. Spencer and V. O. Wal'.Ing
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerqu. M. M. Both 'phones.
J.

R.

Farwell,

Thos. K. D. Mrddlson,
Office with W. B. Chllders, 117
Cold avenue.
VETERNINARIAN.

WM. FARR.

J. A. WEINMAN. I. A. DYE.
F. II. STRONG.
D. II. CARNS.
JAY A. HUBBS.
J. B. HERNDON.

E. A. MIERA.

'

l

.

O

OOOOOOOOXX000XOOQ000C
"OLD RBLIABLE"

ESTABLISHED

L. O.

1171

PUTNEY

WHOLESALE

GROCER

Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock ot Staple Groceries
in the Soutaweat.

A

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

t

40

RAILl DAD AVENUE

N. T. Armljo Building.
NOTARY PUBLIC.

2.1.

i.

M.

DIRECTORS.
O. N. MARROW

CIVIL ENGINEER.
Room

M.

We want your banking business, whether your account be large
or small, and offer in return for same every attention and business
courtesy, the account will warrant.
We take every precaution
to
guard the Interests or our depositors. Our bank is equipped with
every necessary facility for SAFETY, and all business entrusted
to its care receives the PERSONAL, attention of one of Its officers.

n

UNDERTAKER.
Auto, 'phone 316.
Colo. Red

'

IS WELCOME

AT THE

mall.

nl

Silver
Glassware
China
Cooking
Utensils
Brightens

R10NTEZMJA TRUST CO.

Union or Poatal
gQ K D T measenger

tiltct, or call, and the ad will appear according to your

m

Sold

offlce9 for

12, 1906.

OUT

VOIR PROJECT SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
HARRI3 HAS FIN
CONTRACTOR
ON
CONTRACT
ISHED MAIN
READY
GOVERNMENT WORKS

phone

the Wewern

WANTED

will b. d.ttra-t.
tnih THmrrmuCmim
af
ar weak. ltl
monthly.
m
ika
Mk

FOR ADMIRAL

Per Word Insertion

TFfFPHflNF

RUIN
Kf.

IF

!

we have not failed before, thst your
and you can rely upon It,
money l not thrown away. We have alao rented hundreds of houaea
by our want ada, as well as sold nearly everything we have advertised through them.

ALMOND, BENZOIN AND
WITCH
HAZEL CREAM.

JUNE

BANK INSTITUTIONS

YOU WANT HELP OF ANY KIND?
If go, we can se core tt for yoa by small
want ad. in Tl)8 Evening CltlZBD. It only costs

One Cent

TMM MOT. THY WEATHER
Will, RUN YOCn COMPLEXION, ANI UNLESS YOU USE
OUR

rr

THE HONDO RESER

BO

I

If You Don't

Ppr
u4

NO CHLOROFORM

TUESDAY,

CKXtOOOOaOX0000CHC

gram, but an
picnic and
reunion of the people of the several
Residents
of the various
slates.
slates residing in Ijis Vegas are requested to get itogether and uttend as
near as can lie groups of states.
. Hay-do- n
Col. n. K. Twitrhell. Wm.
and lr. W. R. Tipton are apf Bernalillo County
OfnUI
pointed to rounfl up the Mlssourlans.
City f Albuquerque.
W. M. ipwls will assemble the KenFim AftartM Olintclua.
tucky brigade. John L. Ixmbach will
CNjr to" Ctmitjf ClmltHM.
call the Illinois people together. V.
Tto llrrwt Nr. Mulct ClrnMfS.
B. Hunker, of Hoop role township,
lirgmt Strttwm Arlrtxa ClrcvlttiM. will rally the Monsters.
Citizens of other states are re
or luaicniPTiONi
quested to get together nnd Join the
! ifUM....
. M 00
' W MB. an.
' b MIL Mr north
.f procession. lloosicrs from all parts
LOo of New Mexico are Invited to come.
Mtr W mU. mm mr
Character reading
The Very Best Remedy for Bowel
Trouble.
M
BMaUk.
Mr. M. F. ltorrougns, an old and
well known resident of Rluffton. Ind.,
UrirtlUig litti Hide list a i Application says: "I regard
Chamberlains Colic,
tmvwr kr Mtlfrlnt tu Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy as the
rW mmfm
MwHIan
WjMMdiaMlr
r
alt..rT W til. pfr. very best remedy for bowel trouble.
I make this statement
after having
ITTna
Piibliuhiho Coh.amt. lrft. used tne remedy In my family for sevunm
pr
taw
tafllt. and
ordrs
years. I am never without It."
ardar mt th eral
MM k
pybi to thr nonf
This remedy Is almost sure to be
needed before the summer Is over.
Why nob buy It now, and ho (prepared
Colorado (' for
Aatomtlle IBS
such an emergency? For sale by
H druggists.

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALBUQUEKUE. N.

0

j

M.

SOME VERY

DESIRABLE
FEATURES
Are being added in the way of sanitary equipment, constant improvements d ing away with old difficulties. The low tank closet is one
le of the march of progress in
modern plumbing, and one that is
thoroughly
appreciated by all who
have bad to contend with the noisy,
high tank, not to speak of
improved traps,
iKrce-laienamel, etc.
carry
of
We
Garden
the finest line
Hose in the city.

t

Dr. F. L. Schneider.
Office, 424 North Second street.
PlfMifs Auto.. 311; Colo., Black 35.
Residence 'phone. Auto., 747.
CONTRACTOR
AND BUILDER.

ex-an- n

e

A. L. Morgan.

n

INDEPENDENT CONTRAC
TOR AND BUILDER. Estimates ar
cheerfully furnished; Job work solicited. Automatic "phone, 724; shop at
911 North
Second street, AlbuquerThe

Standard Heating

que, N. M.

BEAUTY

Auto phone, 671.

CULTURE.

Mrs. M. Helena Leonard.
Graduate of Parisian Institute.
Late of New York City.
The latest scientific appliances and
up to date methods for treating the
face, hair and scalp, complexion
steaming and bleaching, manicuring
and shampooing.
Electrolytic Automatic Water Massage; Electric
Hair. Dryer; Radio Bell, one of the latest scientific discoveries in the treatment of
the skin by colored light rays and
heat.
SUITE 35 and 36, BARNETT BLDO.
Auto 'phone 726.
Ft. Bayard, N. 61., June 4. .Sealed
proposals in triplicate for Installing
sand and vacuum chamber and extension of water system here, will be received until 11 a. in.. June 18, 1906,
and then opened. Information furnished on application. IT. S. reserves
the right to accept or reject any or all
proposals or any part thereof. Envelopes containing proposals should
be, endorsed "Proposals for Installing
sand and vacuum chamber and extension of water system" nnd addressed
to Capt. S. P. Vestal, Quartermaster.
To feel strong, have a good appetite and digestion, sleep soundly and
enjoy life, use Burdock's BIcxhI Hit
ttrs, the great system tonic and
builder.
te

sT.

NATIVE

C.
A

& Plumbing

Co.

Colo., Red 284.

BALDRIDGE

NO CHICAGO LUMBE

BIIEHMANW1LLIAMS PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economlacl, full
measure.

BUILDING

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW

Always In
PAPER
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass, Sash Doors, Etc. "
MEXICO.

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers
Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
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UMEWERSETY MEm NTS

TO SPEND ON
FORT RILEY
Marksmanship Facilities
Will Be Greatly Im-

proved.
BANKERS

TWO

OF

Lots
Beautiful
$25 to $150 each
We give immediate possession
Save your rent money

The Coming
Aristocratic Residence
Section of Albuquerque
Pure air; good water

STATES

Georgia and Florida, Meet
in Joint Convention at
Atlanta, Ga.

50-fo- ot

0000000000600000
Only 05 down;

Washington, I. C, June 12. It is
the intention of the war department
to expend aliout one fourth of this
year's apropriation for target ranges
In the improvement of the marksmanship facilities at Fort Kiley, Kaft.
The department still hopes that the
range at the Kansas army post niay

f

i'-m-

-

i

.sfcrf

University of New Mexico in Background.

05 a month.

Mo

Interest

University Heights Improvem't Co.. 119 South Second Street

so equipped as to afford an opportunity to hold the national match oi
1907 there. If this Idea 1 approved. It
will mean an expenditure at Fort
Riley of fully $25.tioo. This will leave
only $75,000 for the rest of the country, and it Is a great question how
this may he most profitably allotted
and how to get the most out of the
Among tne places
disbursement.
which are regarded by the military
authorities as deserving of special and
Immediate attention, are the target
ranges at Fort Sill, Okla..; Cheyenne,
Wyo.; and Fort Sheridan, 111. Major
General Wade at Governor's Island,
lias been asked to make his recom
mendations regarding the allotment of
target range funds In the Atlantic division and It is possible that a small
fraction of the sum remaining of the
Fort Riley allotment will be expended
at a few' points In General Wade's
territory. The total fund to be available atter July 1, however, is only
of what the war deabout
partment authorities regard as absolutely nectssary, if there is to be the
proper .promotion of national

Ibe

PROCLAMATION

OF

OBSERVANCE OF
FLAG DAY
ISSUED YESTERDAY FROM THE
OFFICE OF THE GOVERNOR-EMBL- EM
ADOPTED ON
JUNE 14, 1777.
Governor Uagerman yesterday issued the following proclamation for
the observance of Flag day, June 14,
In which he payc a tribute to the banner of the country and the day upon
which especial honor Is paid to It:

one-tent- h

mars-mansni-

BANKERS' CONVENTION

AT ATLANTA, GEORGIA.
Atlanta, Ga., June 12. This Is a Executive Office, Santa Fe, X. M.,
June 12, la06.
groat day for this city, a it Is host
Althcugh it may be said that every
to two conventions of bankets, one
day In America is "Flag day" to us,
the Florida Hankers' associa.icii and as
we live beneath its protecting
the other the Georgia Rankers' assothe luerty H typiciation. The two associations have shadow and enjoy
commendable to
decided to Join in an lute sta'e con- fies, yet It is highlyevery
year for the
vention, which will be of great Import- set one day apart

generations as pure and unspotted as
it came to us.
In accordance with established custom and usage, therefore, I, 11. J.
Hagerman, governor of the territory
of New Mexico, do hereby recommend
that Tuesday, June 14, 1906, le set
aside and observed at "Flag day," and
recommend that on that day the mayors of cities be requested to order
flags displayed on municipal buildings; that the editors of newspapers
publish articles upon the subject of
the flag; that school officers and
teachers be requested to arrange for
patriotic exercises and teach the
story of the flag and what It represents, and have the young people
pledge their fealty snd loyalty to It,
and that all g:od citizens of the territory see to it that the day is fittingly
and properly observed.
Done at the executive office, this,
the 11th day of June, A. D. 1906.
Witness my hand and the great seal
of the territory of new Mexico.
H. J. HAGERMAN,
(Signed)
Governor of New Mexico.
Bv the Governor:
J. W. RAYNOLDS,
Secretary of New Mexico.
(Seal)

"IRON WOMAN" FEARS NOOSE;
BEGS WOMANHOOD

SENTENCE OF DETH, MRS. AGGIE MYERS PENS AN
"TO THE WOMEN" MURDER OF HER HUSBAND IN AID
OF A PARAMOUR HER CRIME SHE MELTS AT THE GRIEF OF
HER MOTHER.

DIAMOND

L

i

Kansas city, Mo., June 12. Will the
great slate of.. Missouri hang the
young woman of comparatively at
tractive appearance and of fair edu
cation, convicted of what the supreme
court terms the foulest deed in the
annnls of Missouri?
The execution of Miss Aggie Myers
is set for June 29. "The woman of
Iron," the police of Kansas City call
her, because of her calmness under
would drive
which
circumstances
most women mad or to suicide. And

Vr
V?'

Myers wept.
The Imminence of a
terrible fate seemed to Impress her
for the first time. Protesting her innocence, ns usual, despite the most
convincing rhaln of circumstantial
evidence, backed by the confession of
Hottman, she sobbed with
eJ c),eeks an appeal for help, the first
sne nna nia(je.
.., k
.
..... .onipn areh acain8t
mp
d
on
me than the men. l tion t see now
they can act so. I never would say
a thing against another woman. If I
could not say something good, I
would keep still."
But, yielding to the entreaties of
her mother, Aggie Myers penned "To
the Women" her cry for help.
Mrs. Myers always has maintained
that negro burglars slew her husband, and that she fainted while he
was fighting them. Hottman says
he and Aggie wanted to marry and
decided to remove the only obstacle.
Here is the story of the crime, as ac- cepted by the law:
Myers was at home, sick in bed.
The woman let Hottman into the
house at midnight, and the scheme
was for him to brain Myers with a
single blow. But it glanced off, and
Myers fought like a demon. "Help
me, honey," he called to his wife.
Her answer was to stab him In the
back with scissors and to fetch his
razor, with which she and Hottman
He
slashed the husband fearfully.
died In his own blood in a corner of
his cosy cottage.
No popular ymp:ithy for Mrs. Myers has appeared In Kansas City,
where the details of the case are well
known, but with the approach of the
clubs
date of hanging, women's
throughout the state may seek executive clemency from Governor . Folk,
solely on the ground that Missouri
should not upply the extreme pen
altv to a woman.

...
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dom, happiness and prosperity

Automatic Phone, 292.

TO SAVE HER

UNDER

MORE MONEY FOR
FIRE DEPARTMENTS
special honor of our national ensign.
In the midst of our busy lives we are
apt to forget that we owe all the free- W. C. REID, ATTORNEY GENERAL,

ance to the bankers of both states.
Yesterday each one of the associa
tions held separate meetings, but today the delegates to the two conventions will meet in Join; convention,
Florida Bankers will bo the
i The
guests of the Atlanta
Hatihe
association during their stay in this
city, while the Georgia Uanker.i will
ie taken care of by thj locsl members of the association Ma?y 'Of the
most prominent bankers of the two
states are here and tiii J;)int conven
tion promises to le uiuisuahy inter
esting.

Colorado Phone, Blk. 03.

...

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO.

REFRIGERATORS
ICE CREAM FREEZERS
CAMPING OUTFITS
Furniture, Crockery, Stoves and Ranges.
Agt. CHARTER OAK Steel Ranges.

we enON INSURRENDERS OPINION
the constitution of the repub
ANCE FUND PREMIUM.
117 Gold Avenue
lic and the flag that so fittingly represents it.
Attorney
The following opinion by
During the early days of the revo- General W. C. Held regarding the porDon't Dispute with a Woman,
lution our forefathers marched to bat- tion of insurance premiums set aside
tle under several flags; but in tne in- for fire departments in New Mexico, is
df she tells you to order
Especially,
terest of unity and patriotism it was of considerable interest since It settles
sack of
deemed wise to adopt one flag that a legal point which has been in disEMPRESS FLOUR.
would supercede all the others. There- pute for some time:
on
excuse, (it you should forfore, the continental congress,
no
Make
Santa Fe, June C, 1000.
get th order), that you could not
June 11, 1777, stipulated thut the Hon. J. H. Sloan, superintendent of
grocer
Union Hag of tne young republic
find It, for very first-clas- s
insurance, Santa Fe, N. M.
MRS. AGGIE MYERS.
should be thirteen stripes and thlr-steehandles EMPRESS. You will ahray
BROTHERHOOD OF BOOKI have your letter of June-1- .
Sir
stars, and on April 4, 1818, it asking whether the treasurer shall
find good bread, good biscuits, rood
BINDERS IN SESSION.
the "woman of Iron" she has remained
pastry and most Important of ail.
Washington, D. C, June 12. Nearly was further enacted that u;:on the ad- pay to the various departments of the during the two years since she and
good cheer to gTeet you when yoo
200 delegates of the various bookbind mission of a new sta.e to the Union, territory, under Section 13 of the In- her paramour, the 111 favored, squint-eye- d
come home for your dinner. Try 1L
star be added to the Union of the surance Laws of New Mexico, moneys
ers' unions in all parts of the country one
cook, Frank Hottman, first were
flag. The first flag tnat was legally
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empress of
are in attendance at the biennial con adopted,
ithem for 1905, and stating that charged with the murder of Aggie's
to
due
amid the storm and stress there is sufficient moneys now in ths
Brother
vention of the Internatloal
all others.
In life
husband,
whose
chief
aim
now
territory
war.
over
of
the
floated
hood of Bookbiders, which opened
hands of the treasurer to pay last seemed to have been to keep her
Ciiginaf
by
occupkd
the
thirteen
yesterday.
No business was tran
year's delinquencies in this matter happy and contented.
by aliout
sacted, but the time was spent states, whictt was inhabited
and also the dues for this year.
Only once has the woman weakenyears
129
Only
3,500,000
have
souls.
In a complimentary excursion to ML
Under Section 2132, Compiled Laws ed. It was when her mother. Mrs.
away
now
Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M
then,
passed
since
and
that
were Brock, called upon her in the Jail at
companies
Vernon and Marshall hall. The openfire
1897,
various
the
stars, repre- to receive $2 each on each $100 preing business meeting will not be held flag contains forty-fivLiberty, Mo., and bemoaned the afevening, at Columbia senting tnat number of independent mium collected by the fire insurance firmation of the death sentence. Mrs.
until this
with a population of companies during the previous year
Highland
Dairy.
theater. A number of prominent commonwealths,
freemen. From tne ending May 31. The law of 1905, apspeakers will be present and will ad- over 80,000,000
Alleghespace
narrow
between the
order to get along,
dress the convention.
proved February 9, repeals Section
GOOD MILK AND CREAM.
On Wednesday evening the guests nles and the Atlantic, the flag has' 2132, so that in the year of 1905 the
have capital. It is also necessary
Mississippi,
crossed tne insurance agents were not compelled
iwlll be given a trolley ride to Luna crossed the
ps
park, and on the following night a Allegheny and the Rocky mountains
flre
that he have credit. Credit comes
SPRING CHICKENS FOR SALE.
Pacific, crossed that
,
f
J
banquet will lie given. The social
his
from acquaintance' You cannot
HaInirl c Ji t ire
tiiViHtifl
of the convention will close Frl-cla- ocean t the Aleutian islands, to
tnat th
Colo, phone, 31k. 89.
Irt. night
1500 S. B'way.
get credit at the bank unless you
with a reception to he given
an
territory
should
. ... i.i i
treasurer of the
at Karlheim's, In Langdon, D. C The archipelago, and wherever it floats
acquainted.
are
y.ear
business sessions of the convention
to tne Usurer of the
it is the same flag of the free, guar - eacn
r
w ill be held in Typographic temple.
or
When
,i,
a man starts a hank actw
J:btt-- x
money
equal
sum
village,
the
a
to
of
count,
and the banker bcom
he
citiof happiness
to all American
SOCIETY WEDDING
amount received by such fire deparIN NEW YORK. zens.
acquainted,
lie establishes credit.
during
the
-- t
c
.1.., tment under Section 2132.
with Mauger & Avery, Boston
'
",c 1.1.
"u' "s J.
kul: ear.
New York, June 12. Miss Cynthia
evi
therefore
heine
account
Is a help In more
A
bank
"
has been made dent V
Roche, only daughter of Mrs. Burke more advancement
depart
Intention .V
that the fire i....
ways than one. The banker takes
Roche and Arthur Scott Burden, during its life, in all that goes to ments should not lose this income for
Office, 321 West Gold Avenue.
youngest son of Mr. ana Mrs. James make up the sum of human happiness, the year 1905. even though it repeals
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
an Interest In you; he makes U
in Grace than In all the years that elapsed said Section 2132, and that it intended
9
A. Burden, were married
the fall of the Roman empire.
point to see that his customers are
church shortly after noon today. Miss since
MERCHANT TAILORING
departments should have,
It. 'has been handed down to us by that the flre
ff0
Roche's bridesmaids were the Misses
years,
succeeding
In
1905,
all
the
and
accommodated. There are times
Iselin, Evelyn generations cf patriots, who carried it the same Income from practically the
Norah and Theresa
UPSTAIRS, OVER NO. 209 WEST
when a man want credit. It Is
Parsons, Nat lea Rives, Mollie Moran safe amid every peril, saved it from came source as they had In the year
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAMand Sadie Jones. A wedding break- dishonor and bestowed it with the best 1904. The provision that this should
BINI,
PROPRIETOR.
to be in a position to get
well
that ever flowed from human be paid on the 1st day of August, of
0Q
J
fast at the home of the bride follow- blood
can
we
How
veins.
fail
then
love
to
upceremony.
when you want it.
tailoring
Is
My
shop
Mr.
Bur
Mrs.
merchant
credit
and
ed the
each year, I construe not to he manover No. 209 West Railroad avestairs
den will sail for Europe in a few and honor the sacred emblem? Our
pennissable
would
be
datory,
but
it
a bank account with us.
Start
nue, where I solicit the patronage of
days. They will make an extended children should be taught to look up to pay this after the 1st day of Aug-guTO
THE
AS
BY
APPEAL
WOMEN
CONDEMNED
tolris
PENNED
to
THE
with
devotion,
its
beautiful
first-clasguaranteed
through
All
public.
work
continent.
the
the
bridal tour
in any year as soon as the funds
WOMAN.
second only to that they owe to God. are accessible.
COMMERCE
as I have had fifteen years' ex- THE BANK
They ought t be taught to lead honTO SELECT CITY
perience In the business. Suits made
I am, therefore, of the opinion that
MEXICO
NEW
orable, upright lives, ever ready to
'
FOR CONVENTION.
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed ana ALBUQUERQUE,
if the territorial treasurer now has THE FIRST ANNUAL
wrong.
right
PLACITAS
and
maintain
resist
THE
the
12.
I
not
repaired.
specific
use will
The state
The
Austin. Tex., June
funds sufficient to pay to the various
1
Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
democratic executive committee of no matter in what form it conies, so fire departments the amount received
RAGTIME
MINING
to
be
DISTRICT
BALL!
they
called
should
if
tver
I'liat
Secondhand Typewriter- - Bargains
walking
made
also cleaned and
skirts
Texas met yesterday, at the Dris
Secby
departments
under
such
flre
to order. Give me a trial.
kill hotel for the 'purpose of deciding defend their flag in battle, they could tion 2143. during the year 1904 for
One new No. 6 Smith Premier,
upon the place of holding the next do so wilh brave, true hearts and 1905, and also to pay the amounts due
O. BAMBINI.
people
The
of Stein's Pass are go
mining
was
The
the
I'hicitas
district
of the
wide carriage; 2 Smith Premiers,
o
state democratic convention on the clean hands; and thus the flag
ing to have a fine time on Friday goal which attracted several Albunot
Is
year,
he
current
for
the
that
No. 2; 3 Smith Premiers, No. 1;
Cures baby's croup, Willie's dally
second Tuesday iii August. Several free shall be bequeathed 1o future only permitted but required under the night, June 22. Here is the copy of
The ills cuts and bruises, mama's sore throat,
3 No. 2 Remingtons; 1 No. 6 Reman invitation received at The Evening querque citizens Sunday.
citlt's are anxious to be selected for
to pay the same.
law
ington; 1 No. 7 Remington, with
lameness Dr. Thomas'
trii is rich in mineral wealth as well grandma's
that purpose and a strong rivalry is
Citizen office:
expected before the executive comtabulator? 1 No. 5 Densmore, (alhousehold
Oil, tho
great
your
Klectric
Yourself
all
friends
and
are
of
beauty,
composed
and
is
natural
as
OFFICIAL
MmtRS
most new); 2 Sholes; 1 Jewett; 1
mute. It Is believed, that Austin will
most cordially invited to the First An- wild mountain peaks and gorges, remedy.
Lambert; 1 Manhatton; 1 Chicago;
again be selected as convention city.
Rag Time ball, given in the springs and running streams. W. 1
Appointment Trustee Deaf and Dumb nual
1 Fox,
(almost new); 2
large new school house ui the Granite .Metcalf and wile, together
with
MONTE CARLO
Institute.
1
REVISION OF THE RED
Densmore, No. 4, (alniirni,
Gap
22,
Friday
190ti,
June
mines
Ilernalillo,
passed
the
from
friends
Governor Hagerman appointed Ben- in honor
CROSS CONVENTION.
most
new.
T
No tasteless imitations of the kind
A.
S.
s
the
irance,
camp,
in
of
enjoyment
tf
the
day
at
Givens'
The undersigned has opened a
jamin M. Reed of Santa Fe o be a I'nited
Geneva. Switzerland. June 12. The
The above machines must be
States anil Mexico Develop- uf nature's scenes, ('has. Ibisch and
that mother used to make but
saloon, name of which is the
member of the board of trustees of ment company
the revision of the
conference
at once, to make room for my
sold
New
York.
of
The
A.
wort,
lilondln
aveJ.
Klein
and
Kind
light, crumbly cookies that recall
"Monte Carlo," at 115 W. Railroad
the territorial institute for the deaf music will be
new
Geneva Red Cross convention of 1804
stock of Underwood typeoriginal
and
ill
of
and
Inspection
day
their
nue, and invites tho public 10 call
and dumb, located in Santa Ke. This the best ever. Choice refreshments passed the
All the yowers,
the days when you raided the
is In session.
writers.
We guarantee these mamining
conclaims. Jas. Grtins and see him. The saloon will be
respective
appointment was made to fill the va- will be
wlibh wire represented in t ho conbe just as represented,
cooky-jachines
to
afateful
of
the
copper
served
hour
order, and the
febl also made the trip to Ills
ducted In
cancy caused by t lie resignation of midnight.
can
vention of IMiI have sent delegates
they
be bought at real
and
large
corral
has
plenty
Our
Their delicacy is due to
claim on the eastern slope of Ihe ixst of treatment accorded patrons.
Francisco Delgado.
bargains.
to this convention. The conference
room for all horses. No liquor of Sand as, In company with Rabid Kap A fine free lunch will be served ev
of
G. S. RAMSAY,
had lx n originally called for August
L. VNDA.
Governor to Appoint Eddy County any kind Is p rniltttd on the grounds, lan. Messrs. Grunsfeld and Iflondin ery Saturday night.
l'.tot, but all arrangements f r it had
401 West Railroad Avenue.
so gentlemen are requested to leave bp'ti-l- it
specio
splendid
some
back
Official.
breaking
owing
to
the
cancelled
to be
Unknown Friends.
The death of the venerable pro- their flasks and hardware at home. mens of ore and glowing accounts of
war.
out of the
There are many people who have
bate Judge of Eddy county, Ananias Our motto, "Enjoy Yourselves." Come its increasing value as shown by the
as
we
stay
early
la'c.
are not
and
Colic. Cholera
tclopmciit work on their claims.
used Chamberlain's
Greene, last week, has created a vaENCAMPMENT OF GRAND
cancy in tills office, which is to be personally acquaint' d with all the
ARMY OF REPUBLIC.
and Diarrhoea Remedy witn splendii
LUNGS
Serpent
Mexico
and CURE
Deadly
please
people
Bites
New
show
of
results, but who are unknown becaus
rilled by an appointee of Governor
Dayton. (.. June 12. Several thouyour friends and ask
us common in India as are s'orn thev have hesitated about giving a
to
this
invitation
ie
governor
he
to
llagcrluan.
that
been
The
said
af.raeiel
have
visitors
sand
it the same as a
jch and liver disorders with us. For testimonial of their experience
fo
WITH
had as yet, made no appointment, and them lo consider
this city by Hie state encampment of
(SUrilid)
the latter, however, there Is a sure publication. These people, however
nal request for their attendance.
would not do so ii r: t i he bad looked
the Grand Army of the Re:..tbUe ot
U.
great
D.
Hitters,
the
Smith,
Fulremedy:
Electric
Committee
J.
F.
are n ne the less friends of this remOne
over the field.
pure milk, evaporated and sterOhio, which opened yesterday.
ton, Jimmie Squire.
restorative medicine, of which S. A edy. They have done much toward
the conilized, from the contented cows of
of the principal features ofw:,ic'.i
M
says
S.
IletinetTsvUle,
C,
of
Lady
Mae
Chamberyou
is.
Patroness.
If
knew the value of
wi!!
Smith. l.pittii.
making It a household word by their
vention will be the parade.
the Pacific Coast. No sweetenlain's Salve, you would never wish to Mrs. Jjines M. i rice, Miss Meda Thev restored my wife to perfect personal recommendations to friends
ONSUMPTI0N
Pries
he one of the largest he i a;. any
suffering
or
rich,
starch
with
ing
vears
milk
some
pure
the
ienltli,
no
after
Scott.
be without it. Here are
and neighljors. It is a good medicine
80c $1.00
OUGHSand
ttate encampment in recent
'
torpid
chronically
vala
prize
dvspep.-dand
especially
Judges
Is
Mr,
waltz
for the
diseases for which it
minus the water and germs.
to have lu the home and Is widely
OLDS
Free Trial.
uable; sor.n nipples, chapped nands, Clant Olnev and Mr. Jack Mansfield. liver." Electric hitters cure chills known for Its cures of diarrhoea an
TAKE A PLUNGE
malaria,
billiousness,
lame
Cookies
Carnation
chilblains,
fever,
chronic
Bui-eaand
burns, frost bites,
the
all forms of bowel trouble. Kor sale
and ttuickest Cure- for all
Two
The picnic baskets for tale atTthe back, kidney troubled and bladded dis by all druggists.
SWIMMING POOL.
THROAT and LUNO TROUBKg. I cup tuff.
II cup butter. I, rup"jyiCtrnAtl'ia sore eyes, itching piles, salt rheum
a .mall ir.pn q taking povlrr.
Creim.
guarantee
tr;
by
i.uut,
ell
per
.Sold
box.
For Mclntoah Hardware company'!
in
LES, or MONEY BACK.
and eczema. Price 25c
504 North Firtt Street. Open Daily, Svu, canit;!. b. iwil. Hull u.m. Cl to Jlie4.
J
A Citizen Want ad does the work.
are indispensable for outing parties. druggis's J'rice 00c.
tale by all druggists.
10 . m. to 10 p. m.
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PEACOCK DEAD

Literary Fragment
of Present ntnterest

LAS VEGAS

HOSPITAL

Our Ten Dollar Suits

Carlyle's Latter Day Pamphlets.

Bad Subsidy Argument

We have the Best Suits a Ten Dollar Bill ever bought.

Many
a Man, in looking at our lines of Suits at this price, has said:
"Well, I never would have taken them for Ten Dollar Suits."
We don't do much blowing aDout
"Cheap Clothes," but we can give a
man a suit for Ten Dollars that will
do more than he'll expect it to do, and

It will alio bring him back when he
wants another suit at a medium price.
The fabrics, the cut and the tailoring
of these suits Is right in every detail.
We guarantee it and that always
means here

s

;;od-lik-

FILL HIS SOUL

with satisfaction

e,

se

tlypocricy Exposed

Fine

YOU WANT IT

will come here, we will

M AMBEIUL

Mo

Clothing and
Furnishings

COR. FIFTH AND GOLD

Faywood

NIGHTSCOMMENCING

TWO

EASY TO REACH.

RELIEVES PAIN.
BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM. "
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES KIDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETES.

Springs

EILER'S BIG SHOW
PRESENTING

CURES INDIGESTION.
CURES DROPSY.

Rip Van Winkle

ACCOMMODATIONS
CLASS.

FAYWOOD,
Cast of 25 People

2

FREE CYCLE EXHIBITION AND BAND CONCERT AT
NOON OF EACH DAY.

ALL

See Santa Fe Agent for round
good for thirty days.

trip rates,

I

A. C. Billcke and
John S. Mitchell

ATTEUCCI

HOLLENBECK
HOTEL AND CAFL,

Invite their friends to make
New

Dealer in
KINDS OF MEN'S. WOMEN'S
AND CHILDREN'S SHOES.

Mexico

better than ever.

head-

quarters at

Location convenient and desirable. Xew Mexicans spending the summer on the beaches
are welcome to feel at home in
our hotel when visiting Los

THE

First Class Repairing a Specialty. All
Work Guaranteed.
No. 103 North

nuinn
wm i?icaiuu

FIRST

ooooootoeoooaooooeoaoa

SEE THE

RI

Clothing and
Furnishings

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.

Hot

15th

FRIDAY, JUNE

P.

Fine

CanvasllSSilSMMits
oocooioooooc.icootaoo

Under

First Street.

Summer School

x

HOLLENBECK HOTEL,
Los Angeles, Cal.
Your friendship and patronage
is appreciated.
Courtesy
and attention to guests
is a pleasure
to us.

All depot and beach line cars
stop at the Hollenheck door.
O
A

Albuquerque

Business College.
OPENS
Monday, June 4, 1906.
Shorthand, Typewriting Bookkeeping,
Graded and High School Branches
$10.00 for ten weeks.
Mrs. R. O. Stoll,
Geo. S. Ramsey
Manager
Proprietress
410 West Railroad Ave.

Always

Something

oooooaooeoooiooaooacoooo06oo
V

t

WOMAN'S
EMANCIPATOR

SIR GAS RANGE

0

Doing

0

Nothing of late years has taken so
work from woman's shoulders
as a gas range it killed drudgery at
a finale thrust.
With antedated coal, what useless
work! Coal had to be carried in.
Then fires fussed over, coaxed, poked
and rekindled. Then ashes had to be
gotten up, sieved and carried out all
wnrk and waste, too.
Cook with gas and keep your kitchen
clean, cosy; save time and worry, and
cash, besides.
Glad to show you our ranges, at the
Klectrlc. Building. Cooking demonstrations, Tuesday afternton from 2:30 ao
4 o'clock.
much

AT THE

W

,

j

T

i

T
BOWLING
A

I
0

oeooootooooooooooooooo
MELINI & EAKIN,

Wholesale Liquor and

Ciar

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet
Chandon White Seal Champagne. St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlltz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, IU South First
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexlc.

Y

s

THE BEST IN TOWN

NO. 118 WEST GOLD AVENUE.

exxocooexxxxxxxxxxxxxxoo
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0
0
0
0

CORNER 4th AND GOLD

L

h.-'-

0
0

The Albuquerque Gas, Electric Light and Power Go.

2.

wide-awak-

IF

do business in short order.

lus-ult- ra

g

MONEY BACK

Ten Dollar Suit Man

If the

c'

World's Greatest
of Naval

12, 1906.

AT

Special to Tlie Kvening Citizen.
Ias Vegas, N. M., June 12. James
M. Peacock. nl..;lit enr clerk In
W. T. MoCREIQHT
the
W. ft. STRICKLER
X)XKXXX)CXXXXXXXX)CXX!KX)CWO
Snnta Fe officis a: Albuquerque, died
Business Manager
President
at 9:30 'dock this morning at the
Jefferson Ili;ck, the American editor, twitted me railwav company's hospital, from
with the multifarious patented anomalies of overgrown, : ubercular m nlngit Is.
The Citizen has purposely abstained from saying worthless dukes, Bishops of Durham, etc., which poor
The Kvening Citizen, In its Issue
anything for or against the proposed ship subsidy scheme, English society Pt present labors under
and is made a of June 2. tile day Peacock was taken
no
seems
In
there
that
of
which
reasons,
one
for several
solecism by. To which what answer could 1 make, ex- to Las Vegas, hail the following to say
jirobahlllty of action during the present session. Hut cept
his case:
that surely cur patented anomalies were Rome of about
As the result of having his eyes
nce before this paper felt constrained to deny the con- them extremely cgly. and yet alas, that they were not straightened
by an operation performtention of the friends of that scheme, when to holster up the ugliest! I tald: "Have you not also overgrown ed by Dr. .Mlnnty. Jr., of Topeka.
their own cause they asserted that the farmers of the anomalous 'dukes' after a sort, appointed not by patent ? James Peacock, for some time past
nleht car clerk at the local Santa Fe
west are receiving an immense subsidy in the national Overgrown
monitors of wealth namely, who have made flice,, Is completely .paralyzed.
absoexposing
this
reclamation of the arid lands. In
when lie
Peacock was cross-eyemoney by deali :a in cotton, dealing in bacon, jobbing
lutely and almost Idiotic inaccuracy, The Citizen afllnucd scrip, digging metal In California; who are become glit- first began working at the local offices as call boy. His diligence as a
that If the friends of the measure have no better argu- tering
filled with gold and preciosities, call hoy soon secured for him a desk
ment to produce they would do more good for their cause revered by the surrounding flunkies, Invested with the In the dices, but the work on books
reading figures ten hours a day, soon
should they say nothing at all.
teal jHiweis of sovereignty, and placidly ariniited by all began telling on his eyes. They were
argument
another
put
Ikforth
have
Recently, they
men, as if nature and hcav u had so appointed it, to
so cr ssod t lint one was used more
to be royal, and fit to shine in tue than the other, and the overworked
along the same line, and equally monstrous in its ab- in a sense
optic began to fade. A doctor adsurdity. This argument is that certain shipping Interests firmament, though their real worth is what?'' "
"The bishop of our diocese Is to nie an lucre. libl" vised him to have them straightened.
should receive an immense payment of money out of the
man, and has, I will grant you, very much more money The operation was successful, as far
public treasury for engaging In the carrying trade,
straightening the eyis, but immethe government pays five cents per pound for than you or 1 would now give him for his work. One as
diately after the operation, one side
carrying newspapers for which publishers pay but one does not even read those charges or his, much preferring of
his face began to twitch, and the
In fact, being intent on a
speech which is articulate.
cent a pound.
hecame drawn and expresieaiures
in
nor
sor.:-,truth
in this argument
There is neither
quiet life, you conerally keep on the other side of the sionless. The disease slowly spread
the assertion upon which It is founded. Who gets the hedge and leave him strictly to his own fate. Not a credit- - over the whole face and it rendered
benefit of cheap postage on reading matter? Certainly ible man; perhaps not quite a safe man to be concerned tne limbs useless.
not the publishers. They pay the one cent per pound with. But what think you of the 'Bobus of Hounsdltch'
on the great scale, MONTOYA
and are able to give cheap reading to their patrons, the of our parts? He, sausage-makeMUST
reading public. The government pays the additional, knows the art of cutting fat bacon and exposing it, seaKEEP THE PEACE
x
four cents, if the t.ssertion be true, and the amount goes soned with gray pepper, to advantage. Better than any
back for the benefit of the people who paid it into the other man he knows this art, and I take the liberty to
government treasury, and the publisher Is neither the say It Is a ioor cne. Will, the bishop has an income of
The fight which took place a. the
imhi pounds, appointed him for his work, and Bobus, to court house yesterday
bet we. n Depricher nor the poorer therefrom. The four cents neither
pomes out of his pocket nor goes Into it. The press, like uch a length Iris he now pushed the trade in sausages, uty Sheriff Montoya and Kslavio
did not end with the vanquishthe public school, is a great educator of the people, and tains from the universal suffrage of men's souls and Vigil
ing of Vigil by Montoya. Late yes
the expenses, of the school in full and the carriage of toinnchs ten thufgand a year by it.
terday, afternoon Undersherlff
Fred
papers in part are as educators paid from the taxes paid
"A poor art. (Ms of Bonus's, I say, and worth no such Heyn received a telephone message
hapby the people, because they are essential to the
eeompense. For it is not even good sausages he makes:, from the city that a warrant
had
piness and well being of all the people. Can any of these hut only extremely vendible ones, the cunning dog. been sworn out f :r Montoya, and that
sausages
things be said of a subsidy paid a steamship line?
cheap
he
be
pronounce
his
should
Judges
bad, and at the
immediately brought beThe friends of this ship subsidy say that the cost of price even dear and finer palates, it is whispered, have fore Justice of the Peace Craig on the
carrying the second class matter of the mails last year, detected alarming symptoms of horeflesh or worso, under charge of threatening Vigil with furdamage. Vigil sought to have
in excess of what the publishers paid was $2f.,!8,O00.
his cunningly devised grap pepper spico of his, so that ther
deputy
the
placed under a peace bond,
twenty-seven
is
It
millions?
get
publishers
Did the
this
for the world I oulil not eat one of his sausages, nor whicb was done, after
a very interestdoubtful if even the people got it. Here are a few facts: would you. You perceive he Is not an excellent honest ing trial, in which Judge Heacock apThe deficit last year of the postal department was uisage maker, l.ut a dishonest, cunning and scandalous peared for the 'plaintiff. Deputy L'nlt- $14,572,184. The postmaster general says that the loss sausage maker, worth. If ho could get his deserts, who td States Marshal Ed. Newcomer was
Had shall say what? Probably certain shillings a week, say a witness to the fight and a witness
caused by the franking privilege was $19,S22,iKm.
the matter thus sent out paid the usual postage there forty; possibly t" ne shudders to think) a 'ong round in on the stand. He said that he did
was
knocked
would have been no deficit but a surplus of $5,247,416. the treadmill, a:.d stripes instead of shillings!
And yet not think that Vigil
The cost of second class matter, which the subsidy people what he gets, I tell you, from universal suffrage and the down the second ime he went to
thought that Vigil slipped
earth.
try to make appear as that of periodicals only, but which unshackled ne-- i
republican justice of mankind and fell.He
Take is twice the income of that anomalous bishop you were
includes this franking business, was $2fi,9G8,Niii.
Montoya was placed under a bond
from this the $19,822,000 for the franked matter and talking of.
of $2o0 to keep the ptace.
charged
to
$7,146,000
which can be
there will be left but
"The bishop I. for my part, do much prefer to Kohiis.
periodicals, and this will be but a small fraction over one The bishop has' human sense and broe.ling of various CITY PEOPLE MIRE
cent per pound, which the people would get from their kinds, considerable knowledge of Greek, if you should
own taxes to cheapen their literature, their schooling in went the like o' that; knowledge of many things, and
IN THE STICKY MUD
the affairs of the world. Who really gets this, together speaks the English language in a grammatical manner
with all the remainder of the deficit, will appear from two He Is bred to courtesy, to a dignified composure, as to a HON. ALFRED GRUNSFELD AND
quotations:
second nature; n gentleman every fibre of him. which of
ATTORNEY FELIX LESTER, FIGThe itself Is something very considerable. Tho bishop does
The Los Angtles Examiner said, recently:
IN
URE
MUD
SPECTACULAR
postmaster general again Is suggesting a plan to reform really diffuse around him an influence of decorum, cour- HOLE SCENE.
ihe postal service. As usual, he is trying to limit the re- eous patience, solid adherence to what is settled; teaches
form to defining the publications entitled to second-clas- s
practically the necessity of 'burning one's own smoke,'
Hon. Alfrod Clrunsfeld, chairman of
postage rates. Wlhen he might advance the proposition and does praoticaliy, in his own case, burn said smoke, the Bernalillo hoard of county comof a parcels post, or a postal banking system, or a postal naklng lambent llame and mild illumination cut. of it for missioners, the most enthusiastic
express, or a postal telegraph, he limits his recommendaWhile Bobus, good road.s board the county has
the good of men In several particulars.
tions to that which is utterly trivial. When there is so for twice the annual money, brings sausages, possibly of ever known, and Att:rney Felix Lesgreat a flemand throughout the United States for the horseflesh, cheaper to market than another! Brick, if ter, with their families, left Albuextension of the postal service, why do the officials of you will reflect, is not 'aristocratic England;' it is the querque Sunday morning to go to
Mail j Sandoval's place, across
that Bervice and the members of congress who happen to united poserity of Adam who are grown, in some essen- Jesus
the Cofralles bridge, for luncheon.
1e at the head of the postofllce committee stand always tial respects, stupider than barber's blocks."
As they approached the bridge their
for the protection of the express companies and the
rig became rigidly attached to some
banks, and for the limitation of the services which the
deep, black mud that filled the road.
XXOOOOCOOOOX)000000XX0X)00
So fast had the buggy mired that the
postofllce best can render? Today the United States
team could not extricate it. ' Some
postoffice lags far behind that of any other civilized nahours of suspense follcwed. T'aen
tion, and. Indeed, is far behind some of the nations which
there was a. travesty on tne dlsroli-luwe regard as uncivilized. It might do much; it does
ULsxlhilbits
act of E. L. Medler and Captain
little.
Clark M. Carr, of a couple of weeks
reThe San Francisco Chronicle said, even more
ano, in a place near Atrisco. Mr.
OOOOCKCCCKOOCC0CC00XDOOOaOOO
cently: The senate has passed tho postofllce appropriatirunslelil and party did not lunch at
tion bill carrying $192,458,000 without any serious atexposition will be the greatest naval the Sandoval homestead, neither did
The Jam.-stowtempts to remedy the abuses in, expenditure which have rendezvous in history, an assemblage of warships from thy return to the city before 3
become a national scandal. There is a regular and an all of it he leading nations of the world. The naval man- o'clock in the evening, although the
unnecessary annual deficit of large proportions, whose euvers at the exposition will occur on Hampton Roads, distance t Corralles is only twelve
miles.
source Is obviously exorbitant payments to railroads for along the exposition water front. The ml'.taiy drills and
The story was carefully guarded by
transportation and reckless extravagance in the printing parades, in .vhicr the armies of the world will partici- the honorable county commissioner,
and distribution of public documents. Congress both pate, will occur en the thirty-acr- e
idrill plain nenr the hut good things will out.
house and senate deliberately and continuously refuses center of tho exposition grounds. The first international
to act on the Information which many of its members submarine boat races in tho history of the world will GREAT COUNCIL OF RED
roust necessarily have, and especially refuses to institute occur at the Jamestown exposition. Races between dirig
any Inquiry of such a character that the evidence must ible airships and tests of the airship In war will be a
MEN AND POCAHONTAS
become public. So far as It seriously considers any sug- feature of the exposition. Yacht races, participated In
gestion for reducing the deficit It Is suggestions for im- by all the nations, will ho seen from the exposition TO BE HELD IN THIS CITY JULY
pairing the efficiency of the service. The conclusion is grounds. There will be races of ships in the air, ships
20 GREAT SACHEM GODCHAUX
IN CITY COMPLETING THE
irresistible that in this matter congress is not influenced on the water, and ships under water, at the exposition.
by considerations of public welfare, but by the pull of the The exposition ftounds have a water frontage of more
departments and the dictation of railroad magnates, who than two miles.
I. eon 1.. Oo.ic'haux.
cf Gallup. X.
control nominating conventions and legislatures.
Cipriano Castro, president of Venezuela, Intends to M.. gieai sachem of the lmprnved
treat himself to a year of recreation, during which he Oriler ef lied Mrli, fnr the territory
will visit the Jamestown exposition, on the shores of of New Mexico, is in the city from
Gallup for the purpose cf completing
A minister in an Ohio town, whose church is going to Hamilton Reads, near Norfolk, next spring.
arrangements for the reception and
gorgeous
beau
come
will
President
in
Castro
his
and
run a grocery store, when asked whether he would run
entertainment of the tribe, and t ie
yacht,
the
formerly
tiful
"Restaurador,"
was
which
the
the business as Christ would, or on business principles, 'Attihinta," built by the
Sisters of Pocahontas, who will met
his
a
Jay
Gould, and has
late
replied :
here July 2d, the great council, which
"This running tittups as Christ would is a misnomer, tory. In cost illness and luxuriousness, she is excelled was to have been held in Gallup, hav
by the royal yacht of Great Britain, which has cost ing been transferred to this city, ow
a woeful one. Christ would have run any business right only
"The Victoria and Albert." On ing to its central location, which
up to its limit to make as much money out of it honestly to date about $ii,OiMi,ooo
(dicers of the lodge to uttena
Jay
the
Could,
of
death
"Atalanta" passed to his son,
the
people
possible.
put
honorably
on
as
The lird
earth
and
at Uss Inconvenience t themselves
By him it was sold to the United States govern
flei.rge.
to help themselves, and the man who waits for tile Lord ment for use in
Spanish war. After the war it is than would have been the case had
to come along and give him a lift will wait a long time said to have beenthebought
Gallup,
by Mr. Gould, who sold it to the gnat council been held at meetas was provided for at the last
We shall run our grocery on practical business lines."
Venezuela, whereupon it was rechristened the "Restaur- ing of
Commenting cm this utterance the Denver Repub
the great council. In Xew
ador," and equipped with armament and war fittings, and
if thin
lican says with equal truth a:id forcefulness:
during
Vi nezuelan rebellion of lUil-190Great Sachem Godchatix states that
minister lie a good business man, lie ought to get out used President the
in good company. Around during the two days he has been in
Castro
will
be
give
once
whole
pulpit
to
and
his
time
at
of his Christian
him there will lie a fleet of the finest yachts of t lie world, Albuquerque, the local lodge of Hod
the grocery store, for he has shown that he is either in and he
will see representative warships of ail the navies M 'li a.nl Sisters of Pocahontas lias
The n
norant of what Jesus taught, or ho is a hypocrite.
mathe
world
mingling in friendlv intercourse and mu boon increased in membership many
ethical ideas of Jesus are not In harmony with our biisl tually enjoying
expects
terially,
he
that
and
fetes and games.
more
to the tribe lieforethe
iiess principles, and no amount of ingenuity can twist or
Castro hclicvs: that he has no; been thoroughly un- date ofadditions
the great council, which will
torture nhem into conformity with business methods, in derstood
by
people
enr
that
he
to
and
them
show
desires
be
held in 'their lodge rooms at lied
fact, any business man who attempted to run his lu-i- he is
liiiig jnore than a mere disturber of the peace Mtiis" hall, lit! West Gold avenue.
iipj?b along the lines laid down in the Sermon on tin
of nations. )
Mr. tindcliaux will remain in the
venerates the character of George WashMount, would soon be bankrupt, unless he had unlimited
city a week cr more looking aftr the
ington,
and
a
erected
statue
Iu
Caracas
his
to
honor
capital. Jesus commanded his followers to "(Jive to him it is
his ini i
to call on President Dias while on his tnrancoiucnts and preparations tor the
that asketh thee." and they were to lend as readily. If way to visit intheionUnited
holdiiin of the great council.
States.
they were sued at law they were to give over more than
There will be a hard fight. Tlntrs
they were sued for. And they were forbidden to take
day night, at the Wk'st Howling
The Signature Was Good.
thought for the morrow in regard to what they should
A story 'a Kid of how the late
Joseph Alleys In a match game between the
eat, drink and wear, for the Heavenly Father knew all
two crack teams, the 'Affidavits" and
(iiliiiore
ot
A.
hav
superinearly
New
Hampshire: when he was
Christians were communists,
their needs. The
the "I'tilviiowns."
li.th teams are in
ing all things in common, and they appear to have de tendent of .the Concord & Claremont railroad, once wrote fine shape and a very close contest
a letter to one of his section bosses who had done some and some record breaking scores are
rived their communistic principles from the Master.
thing to displease him. All the man could make out was looked for. The Evening Citizen will
publli (he scores on Friday evening.
Santa Rosa Sun:
The fastest growing portions of the date ami Superintendent (iilmore's signature.
Some time literward, being In Concord, the man
New Mexico are along tho lines of the new railroads, out
TOO LATE TO CLARIFY
side of two or three of the older towns, and the Rock went 'to call on the superintendent at bis olllce.
"Hel.o, .loin , how do you do " aid Mr. (lilmore.
Island is taking a leading part iu the development of the
WA
country contiguous to Us lines. The small towns that "Well, what are you doing now?"
I'KIV-- A
voting lady e'erk, at
Tl
"Wihy, I'm up here at the same place on the section.
fprlng up on the lines of these new roads, are gaining
Mne.
in population and growing in importance as trading Mr. Gilinoic." replied John.
ROLLER FLOUR MILL FOR SALE.
e
points, all the while the Rock Island, under
"What:" said Mr. Giloon "didn't you get a letter
M':el:.:i vy,
includlug
complete.
and energetic Traffic Manager John Sebastian is taking from me?" n iniUig t ho date.
b il r and engine, for
roller
many homesoekers into the southwest, clear down the
"Why, yi s, cirtainly," answered John.
mill. Address. Martin Udinuin,
line from Kansas to New Mexico, and many of them are
"Well, di.lnt you know that that was a letter of dis- I.as
N. M.
staying, too.
missal?"
STAGE TO JEMFZ SPRINGS
"Letter of lib missal?" cried the astonished John.
I eouliln'. make it out,
Silly, said a newcomer, yes
"No!
I.as egas Optic:
except that it was from
terday, when son i one told him that the lamb crop this headquarters an, I signed by you, sir. Hut after feme
undersigned is prepared to
"
trips to and from the celebrat's
year in favored tections reached a llo per cent of In study I eeiie'ii.! d It was a pass. As none of the
crease. "How cot Id it go over 100 per cent?" The gen
on ihe road coi Id read It, they all accepted my ed JEVEZ HOT SPRINGS. Any
desired can be secured
(lemun has still feveral things to learn. However, such ?ta eieet,t that it wis a pass from Mr. Gilmore, and I fi'"ii
(iearge H. Moore, No. 113 West
returns are extraordinary, and tills in every part of New have heen riding oi it ever since."
lUKn.ad avenue.
John kept his pWce on the section.
.Moilco ban been Ihe best in a decade for the sheep men
JAMES T. JOHNSTON.
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and Window
here.
screens made to order.
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ALBUQUERQUE PLANING

Per Gallon

MILL

Grand Central Hotel i

,

Colo.

&

CO.

Sole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Htekin & Co.'s Coffees,

Granite Flour.

Staple and Fancy

La

Groceries.

Bed

iC.

Knistitsof Columbus
ATTENTION

Jry Rooms. Prices Very Res tllillsboro Creamery Butter
sonab'e.
Karth.
MRS. OWEN

DINSDALE,
Proprietor,

8G3 05

Best on

Free Delivery.
Orders Solicited.
South Second Street.

!

Low Rates to New Haven, Conn., anj
Return. Tickets on sale June
1, 2, 3 and 4.
Rate

con-iuet'--

Large.

$J.50

LOUDON'Si'hone JERSEY FARM
F. G. PRATT

f .t- -

-

Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

KXXXXXXXXXXXOOOO000OCx3O0

!:

-

Call at

Ticket

Office

for full par

ticulars.

T. E. PURDY,

Agent
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harness racfg and other sports will Ik other Improper acta,- which matter
arranged for the Fourth of July
will come out later In a pmjer pro- "WHITE PLAGUE"
and all in all. It will be a ceeding through sworn affidavits
gala day, as preparations are under fore the Judge of the district court.
IN ALBUQUERQUE
way to run excursions here on that Montoya took exception to the signBY ALEX.
date from Santa Fe, Ias Vegas and ed statement and the He
passed,
other surrounding towns, and Albu- resulting In blows given and taken,
querque ho deiubt will play host to as the face of the ' doughty" deputy Has
The Man of Business or the Home Library
No Connection With Tuthe largest crowd of. the year on sheriff shows, and so far as I am con4.
July
I have not a scratch on my
Inquest This The Carver attractions are too well cerned,
Exonerates Lewis
Coroner's
berculosis, but It is Far
"
face, was not knocked down nor kick
r
We have just received a
known, through favorable press no- ed, but Montoya in his anger, threat?1 StT,
More Dangerous.
tices, to nen-- much advertising, while ened to dt me bodily .iarm, at some
DescripMorning-De- ad
Man
large shipment of
the Bergcr-Groscompany future time, ev;n unto death,
for
Stock
Roll Top
speaks for Itself nightly at the Ca-sl- which threats and to avoid trouble.
Wounds.
Desks, Flat and Standing
Man
tion of
The new management of the 1 had him placed under proper peace TO PETITION COUNCIL FOR RELIEF
iSr-fellte- n
Deeka, office Chairs, Book
park anil Casino Is doing all It possi- bonds, as tho law provides, and that
Caaea, Typewriter
bly can to give Albuquerqueans a bet- was all to the difficulty. I went
Standi
to
and Tables.
line of attractions this year than tlie court house on legitimate busi
le-that lie got work for Gill near Fletch- ter
Much
has
said,
has
more
and
they have ever had Wore, and the ness and I was there attacked by one
"W'o guarantee our line to
er's place, and was camping beside the Carver
been
We, the Jury, find that the de- read concerning the "white
represent tie beat workmanattractions are only one of of the peace officers of the law.
ceased came to hi death at the V road, about 200 feet from Fletcher's
many
ship and high eat class of
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Into favor and certainly the plan of-- J
fers many advantages, especially in
tho business districts where the sur-

CASTELLANES

TUESDAY, JUNE

WILL STAID SEM. CRANE DO

12, 1906.

CASINO THEATRE

face thoroughfares are usually crowded almost beyond endurance
MUCH
The management of tho Odeon
theater made application to tho au- thoritlcs for permission to construct
IN
a subway for foot passengers from
the theater entrance to the nearest
Bereer-Gro- se
station of the underground railway.;
The application was granted and tho
IN
of construction was pushed rap-- ' HIS ENGAGEMENT tO DASHING
Countess Is Unpopular work
idly. Kven ueiore tne passageway
MISS
BOARDMAN
WASH
JOLTS
was opened, managers of other the.luii
Boni Is Dispised aters and of large department stores INGTON SOCIETY FOR THIRTY1,
YEARS HE HAS FOUGHT SHY OF
were clamoring for permission to
build similar tunnels.
WOMEN, BUT NOW HE CAPITU- Most Heartily.
It is now several weeks since the
LATES TO A GIRL WHO DOES
passageway to the Odeon was opened
STUNTS.
success.
great
a
proved
has
it
and
MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY
NIGHTS
Some of the other tunnels nre HearIN
AUTO CARS
ELOPLMENTS ing completion and the authorities
have decided to connect the passage- - Special Correspondence.
Washington, D. C, June 12. To say
j ways with one another,
so that there
There will be an entire change of bill on Monday and Thursday
passageway that Washington was surprised by
be R mntinuoua
Park K Providing SllhVVaV n,a'
week during the season. Doors open at 8 p. m. Performance
of
each
H,
lie
As
of
announcement
busi
tne
8treets.
that Senator Crane
ctrtaln
8:30;
matinee Sunday, doors open a. 1:30 p. m., performance at 2.
at
had
engaged
Josephine
become
amusement
places
to
ness
of
houses and
15c and 25c.
Sidewalks to Relieve the
Matinee Prices. .. .10c and 15c.
Night Prices
It Is Doardman is to put the case mildly.
will be sending in applications,
Reserved Seats at O. A. Matson't.
v,;fair to assume that eventually the un- - Washington was Jolted
Congested Streets.
The surprise w as caused by the
derground sidewalk will bo a com-- 1
num thing In certain parts of the Crane feature of the affair. Murray
city.
Crane was supposed to be Immune,
(Special Correspondence.
There are several advantages to be He came to Washington with a renu-- !
ery naturally the gained by the construction of such a lation for immunity. He bad been aj
Paris, June 12.
Castellane divorce suit is a leading system of subways. For one thing It widower for as mauy years as it takes
topic of discussion lu re Just now, es- - j enables the managers of large shops a baby to become a stalwart man with
peclally among the Americans. French ' to use the basements of their preml-- j a heavy beard. During all those years
Boclety Is interested, but neutral to a ses to advantage. It being quite feas- - Murray Crano has not looked at a
The
World.
large degree, expressing little sympa- - able to erect show windows opening woman.
y.
s
'
thy for the countess, but. at the same on the subway footpath. Then again,
In western Massachusetts there is
Evil
His
T
4.
time refraining from offering excuses pedestrians find an underground way a tradition that Murray Crane once
for Boni.
very desirable in rainy weather, and, spoke to nn eligible girl. Hut it Is
From the outset the mcmherB of the during the heated term tho subway recorded that ho blushed ami imme-ol- d
aristocracy disapproved
of the' will undoubtedly bo cooler than the'diately fled. He declined all luvlta-count- 's
"I ) ( -marriage, not from any objec- - sidewalks on the surface.
tions, and sidestepped any functions
w here ladles were to be present.
tion to Miss Gould or her family, but
solely on account of the endeavors STEALING LADY LOVE NEW
jie
an unofficial devotee of the
USE FOR THE AUTO CAR. simple life. He requires little to make
made by young De Castellane to con- y
ahmeans
as
a
of
U,im happy. A box of
vey the impression that It was a' The automobile
extraelopement
or
offers
Imslness transaction rather than a'lirtio"
cigarettes and a deck of cards in the
love match. Even after the birth of ordinary Inducements, not alone on: company of the retired doctor and
achis two sons, Boni never neglected an account of Its speed, but also on
tne local hardware merchant suffice,
opportunity to Insinuate that he had count of the disguising qualities of; In Washington he has been different
p
regular costume worn.
jie was swept into the current of rate
sacrificed himself and all his feelings
Hie latest case In point was at the loIslntion. H
prnt,ip,i i,'th
to the necessity of bringing money
Into the Impoverished house of Cas- village of I'ersan, about fifteen miieBrcll Senator- Kean of New .Tersev Mo
from Paris. One Sunday, recently, an was entertained at the
tellane.
lean 'manHow the French aristocracy regard- automobile drew up near the church sion, and through the Kean sisters
ed his attitude Is best Illustrated by and three men, whose faces were met the Boardman girls. The latter
MISS JOPKPH1NR BOAlin.MAN
the fact that when he offered himself masked by enormous goggles, got out are of the tall and dashing sort. They
for election at the Jockey club he of the vehicle and waited until Mile. ride, play bridge and do things that than a moth miller. He drinks not nt body has lost count.
was ignominlously black-balleby the Marie Gulssier, the daughter of a make the old ladles sit up and wipe all.
He Is very quiet about his financing.
passed on her their glasses.
largest number of black balls ever wealthy distiller,
But he can make paper, and money. as he is about hi3 politics. He pre-H- e
For example, it is related that one
accorded to any one candidate. Now way to morning service, when they
never invests in a losing prop- - fers to put his holdings in somebody
the set In which his family move Is seized, gagged and carried her off in of Miss Josephine's admirers was re- osltion, and a paying one never gets else's name. Even w hen it is a char-b- y
unanimous In condemning the scandal the automobile.
quired by her to ride his horse Into
Ity he does this.
him.
The sole spectator, however, rec- the banquet room of the Chevy Chase
to which his conduct has given rise.
One political coup executed since
For example he is today the largest
ognized
as
chief
of
abductors
the
the
ground
an
It takes the
club while a dinner was In progress. single stockholder In the telephone he came to Washington Is enough
that when
'
Martin,
Andre
of
former
the
cashier
brings
heiress
such a colossal fortune
The lady wanted excitement, and monopoly. He and his father had the alone to entitle Crane to a place In
Don't fail to see Dr. W. F. Carver
The Flying Automobile the most
to a completely ruined man, the least Mile. Gulssler's father, and, luckily for feared the young man lacked dash.
foresight to recognize a good thing the hall of fame. This Is the conver-whe- n in his marvelous exhibition with shot daring and awful feat of frenzied fury
story,
the
neighbor's
Interest
of
a
the
can
Is
to fulfill his share of
do
Now it is asked, will Murray Crane
he
the world has ever known.
Alex.
Graham Bell was a sion of President Roosevelt to the gun and rifle.
the contract by the correctness of his automobile happened to be ready. In start doing stunts like that? Mur- struggling professor-inventor- .
They broad court review feature of the rate
this chase was given, but naturally ray is not much at rough house things.
Diving
Five
His
Famous
private life.
Horses
The Doctor offers $100 to any lady
In
what bill, and the reconciliation of the never disappointing or
about $10,000
Invested
making a mis-- 1 who will successfully ride Siiver King
It can hardly be said that Countess Tne aDuuctors automobile was the He is great In the thinking act. But was then regarded as a
president to the Aldrich bunch In the
In his
dive.
Boni de Castellane is popular In Paris. (aster, and. therefore, pursuit was he has no more nvoirdupols than a dream. That $10,000 has doubled It- - senate. How Crane did it nobody will take.
but she 13 Immeasurably more re-- 1 Iut"e.
jockey, and he eats somewhat less self so many times since that every- - ever know. But he did.
The World's Greatest Sensation
Excursion trains and special round
spected today by the people of that SEA SERPFNT anPF(s
the Girl in Red riding the clown horse trip rates over railroad. Don't forgit
Cupid in his 40 'foot dive. "
the date
REVIVED IN FRANCE.
This
FISH
is
year
season
ARE
the
EVIDENTLY
of
the
when
mnnptnrv
to the Infidelities to tha
'
tnvtlnnn nml 4r the cmnora et . et itn. sei seroent stories are In order .Timt
BITING THESE DAYS
the sea serpent is being;
grateful, and now thoronirhlv declasse at
taken quite seriously here, an emi- husband
IF THIS STORY OF A ROCK RIVER
It Is said that the count owes one'nun' scientist having gone ou record
CATCH IS TO BE TAKEN AT ITS
ADMISSION, 50 cents
hatter alone in Paris a bill of $12,500, as believing in the existence or the
mnster.
FACE VALUE.
while, on the last occasion that the
Dr- Biiphael Blanchard, professor of
bailiffs made an inventory of his be- -'
POSTMASTERS OF ARIZONA
FATAL FALL DOWN
The following, signed by a Rock
gam
lonelnes at the Instance of his num-- ': the medical faculty of the University
EEEJSB3EE
RAISED IN SALARIES.
SHAFT OF MINE Island vounir man. heretofore bearing
erous creditors, they found no fewer o Paris, describes the sea Btrpent as
The
salaries
postfollowing
of
the
uouy
tragic
a
death
Bussey
a
met
iman
a
naving
Arthur
iiKe
seal,
a gooj reputation for truthfulness and
than 816 white waistcoats.
mensely long tail, and a long, flexible masters of Arizona have been Increas- tho other day, by falling down the Keneral reliability, was handed to the
neck. The reptile was said to ed: At Benson, $1,200 to $l,30u; shaft of the Kichinbar mines, near Argus today :
BITTER FEELING AGAINST
Flagstaff, $1,70(1 to $1,800; Jerome, Prescott, Ariz., for a distance of J()0
-AMERICAN AUTO DRIVING. also have a fine mustache. The doctor $1,(1(10
Henry Kramer, formerly of this
henjcity.
A strong feeling against American holds that the existence of the ser $1,700; to $1.7o0; Morenci. $1,1500 to teet, the fall breaking his neck.
here on a visit from Chamita. N.
Safford,
$1,000
$1,200;
to
pent
is
beyond
having
happened,
was
doubt,
at M., and Roy Kirkpatrick, also visiting
which
been
the accident
it
auiomobiliuts is springing up here,
Williams,
$1,500
$1,(500;
Tempo,
to
seen
emby
noon,
Bussey,
was
One
who
was
a trusted
seen
several times.
trom Albuquerque, N. M., together
due to the two or three accidents,
to $1,600; Winslow, $1,500 to ploye of the company, had Just reach- - with
for which, according to reports, the Lieut. Lagresvllle, of the French navy, $1,400
Fred Anthony of this city, slic
You should plan to take that trip to California. You will enjoy the
$1,(500.
commanding
company
with a ceeded in making a record breaking
ed the surface in
the warship Avalanche
epeed of American owned cars was to
change. Visit the Grand Canyon and
Petrified Forest.
Liberal
in
1904,
by
partv
and another
of experts, who were making an catch at Rock river yesterday, their
Lieut. L'Eost. SIERRA COUNTY TO HAVE
blame.
limit and stopovers.
work- - string of twelve catfish, several of the
Prof. Blanchard thinks that some
underground
examination
of
the
The members of the American col- NEW
AT
JAIL
HILLSBORO. Ings. The deceased was aged about
LOS ANGELES AND R TURN
$36
9 French
nut ntlnn
tkn
naturalist should be able to At their
largest weighing sixteen pounds each,
in l ImvO ainn I
SAN DIEGO AND RETURN
$36
meeting last week the 4G yoars. and a native of Nashville, weighing a total of 121 pounds. The
Since the serpent county
being reckless drivers, and while the solve the riddle
SAN FRANCISCO AND RETURN
$45
decided to build Tenn. He was a miner and black- - fish were taken with rod and line. In
French motorist is as fond as anyone seems to show itself chiefly on tho a new commissioners
For other rates and full particulars, call at ticket office. Tick-o- n
Jail, sayfe the Hillsboro Advoby occupation, and had been a the lawful way, from the deep holes
smith
of a speed brush, he objects to furious lonquin coast the proressor urges cate. The
sale every Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday, during May, June,
contract was let to Cuptaln resident of this county for the past in
that the Cochin China government H. F. Brown
driving in the city streets.
the vicinity of the government dam
July, August and September.
T. E. PURDY, Agent.
for $4,000. The new ten years.
east
Several letters have been written organize an expedition to Investi- Jail, which
Milan."
of
will be built immediately
Roy Kirkpatrick reto'the newspapers here on the subject. gate it.
(Note
When
TO
back of the court house, will lie 78 CRITICIZED LAUNDRESS
The Frenchmen claim that nearly all
quested a vacation, so as to visit relaNow is the time to take tnat trip back home. Take advantfeet long and 24 feet wide; it will
AND WAS SHOT. tives and friends in Illinois, he promFULNESS OF PARIS
age of the low rates to the east Tickets on shle at special reduced
the fatal automobile accidents hap- HEALTHHAS
walls,
have
stone
floorcement
hard
LARGELY
IMPROVED.
The laundry proposition over at ised The OtTizen composing room
pen to American cars. They say that
rates for the round trip, from June 1 to September 30.
Paris may now be regarded as a ing, iron roof, doors and windows. Dawson suenis to be us bad as it is torce that he would perpetrate no
the Americans drive through more or
CHICAGO AND RETURN
$55.35
will
Mr.
on
commence
Brown
work
anywhere else In the territory says fish or snake stories upon the tender- less crowded streets at the same speed health resort, as the public health the building in a short time.
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$47.85
The other day feet of the Sucker state. The above
the Raton Range.
as is customary in the open country seems to be steadily Improving.
On the following dates the Santa Fe will sell excursion tickets
Nicholi Albrachi went to his washerclipping shows how near he came to
and apparently take a savage delight Speaking recently before the Acade A NEW MEXICO MAN
to the principal points In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota,
in passing other cars going at the my of Medicine, Dr. A. Martin de
MARRIES IN ST. PAUL. woman for his shirt, and apparently keeping his promise, and from it the
Missouri, Nebraska, North Dakota, South Dakota, Wisconsin and
work on It did not suit Nicholi. fact stands out prominently that Roy
very good speed of forty kilometers.
the
clared that Paris is becoming more
WyofJng: June
inclusive, and July
also June
incluCards have been received at Hills- An altercation followed, and the woyoung,
in
Many of the letters call upon the and more healthy, thanks to the prog- boro
is
if
chicken,
no
spring
he
is
sive. Call at ticket office and we will help you plan a trip. Below
announcing the marriage of Miss man, to prove that she was right and
yarns.
In
coming
fish
in
authorities to put a stop to the prac- ress of public hygiene. In 1894 the Grace Evelyn Morgan
to
front
the
find rates to a few of the principal iointsof St. Paul, he had no business to crtlcize her, a
tice of speeding within city limits, rate of mortality was 22.3 per thou- Minn., and Marcus J. Palglish,
letter to the front office. Roy, slick
CHICACO AND RETURN
$51.50
oldest shot the Italian In the back. The shot
says:
prophesying a large crop of fatalities sand; last year it was 17.4, In spite son
politician,
above
as
"The
a
slick
ST. LOUIS AND RETURN
$46.50
of Mr. and Mrs. .lames Ilalglish, severed the spinal cord, and the Italrefishy,
fishy,
the
is
facts
but
sounds
if something is not' done at once. The of the increase in population.
MEMPHIS, TENN., AND RETURN
of ian was taken to ithe hospital
of
X. M., and formerly
$48.65
Trin- main that the story is true." He has
ilgltation assumojJ such proportions
at
KANSAS CITY AND RETURN
$39.00
Hillsboro. The wedding took place idad, helpless. He la conscious all the
Following
Flag.
the
sending
a
prove
by
Auit
to
a
committee
French
notified
been
of the
that
Return limit of all tickets, October 31.
T. E. PURDY, Agt.
When our soldiers went to Cuba at St. Michael's church, St. Paul, June time, but cannot move a muscle below string of catfish to the married men
tomobile Club, in concert with M.
Philippines, health was the 5. The groom has many friends here the shoulders. The case Is attracting
Lepine, prefect of police, is to modify and the
EB9Q3k-Important consideration. Willis who wish the happy couple a long the attention of the medical fraternity of The Citizen office.
most
reguexisting
rules
the
of the road
Morgan, retired Commissary Ser-- i nnd prosperous life.
and the injured man will be taken to TERRITORIAL BOARD
lating motor traffic, which action will T.
the Minnequa hospital at Pueblo, and
be submitted to Minister of the In geant U. S. A., of Rural Route
N. H.. says:
"I was u.o!H0RS. RAN AWAY AND
every effort will be made to save his
terior M. Clemenceau. The special Concord.
OF EDUCATION
BOY
years
hurt.
in Cuba and two years in the;
life.
if'
jiolnts under consideration are the Philippines,
youngest
and
Paul,
son
of
the
Ir.
being
to;
subject
and
conditions of autocars passing when
1Ira- F- - l- - Given, met with a serious
ADJOURNS AFTER GRANTING ADUP AND
going in the same direction, and a colds, I took Dr. King's New Discov-- 1
the other evening, at Hills-I- n HELD ROBBED
CERTIFICATES AND
DITIONAL
NEAR
TUCUMCARI.
new system of front and rear lamps ery for Consumption, which kept me accident,
BUSInerfect healtn. And now in New lK)ro- He Wfls thrown from a horse
TRANSACTING OTHER
at night.
William Burr, a countryman living
was riding. Tho horse ran away
Hampshire. w find it the best medl-lh- e
NESS.
pednear
was
Tucumcari,
who
and
fall
his
In
collided
a
with
fence.
cino In the world for coughs, colds and
dling
UNDERGROUND
SIDEWALK
During the Saturday afternoon ses
bronchial troubles and all lung dis tl JO Bujrifi'n. ii muL 1 am e lirati on wv M:'y. prairie dogs about town Thurs
INCREASING IN PARIS. eases
reported to the sheriff, Friday hion of the territorial board of educa
Guaranteed at all druggist.. the fence. He sustained serious scalp morning,
Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
that ne nan i.een neirt up tion, held in the office of Prof. Hiram
Within a comparatively short time Price 50c and $1. Trial bottle free.
and face lacerations and his right arm
and all point North and East by the
the city of Paris will be provided with
was broken at the wrist, and the anu rouDea or an tne money ne nau Had'.ey, superintendent of public in
his person, $15, by two men, about sanction, and presided over by Gov
a complete system of underground
MESA PROPERTY.
wrist was also dislocated. Taul, who en
sidewalks, probably many miles In ex
Have fifty acres of mesa property, had a narrow escape from death, is 9 o'clock Thursday evening, says the ernor Hagerman, teachers' certificates
tent. The. idea of underground
close in, for sale, at a bargain. John now doing nicely and his many friends Tucumcari News. Arrests were ni.de. for five years were also granted the
on his complaint, of W. K. Pierce and following:
for pedestrians has sprung M. Moore Realty company.
Mrs. Katheriue
Sobafer
wish blm a speedy recovery.
a friend,
hose name we did not Van Moll. Zunl; R. R. Grant, Bus Ve
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through
learn, and they were taken into cus gas: Pearl Barker. Tucumcari: Brvce
daily, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dintrains
tody b Sheriff btreet and lodged in Stevenson. Tucuiuearl; John F. Did
cars,
ing
chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
tin? ba lie, to await a hearing under
IVniin- -: W. F. Osborne. Ros
charge of highway robbery. Pierce WPn
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
ha friends here who doubt that be'
Misses I.udle Vpchurch and
mu l anything to ii
wltn Hurr. He is Maud Hager, graduates of the territor
a dnmuist from Texas, and has hereial Normal School at Silver City, were
For full particulars see any agent, or address
Lagering or ageing (storing for
tofore borne a good reputation. He granted live years' certificates on con
is a Mason and his friends say' has (lit ion
that they make their appllca
maturity) has much to do with
V.
money to pay his way and they do not tion in regular form upon the pre
heii
11111
the quality and healthfulncss of
a Illgiiw i) man.
General Agent.
Gen. Pass. Agent.
scribed blanks and show that they are
graduates in the full professional
beer. With our
THE WRONG WAY
PASO,
EL
TEXAS.
course in one or the other of the ter
t
TO PULL A RIFLE.
ritorlal normal schools.
33
Tin day morning, about 10 o'clock.
The applications of several teachers
Wiin.Hu i Smith was found dead in were deferred until the
September
bis l,i.iii,., almut a half mile distant meeting in order that the members of
fi'om Skull valley station ou the S. F. the board may gain additional infor
P.
P., with the entire right side of mation.
bis 1:. id blown to pieces, says t lie
Before adjournment the board re
.
I'l
n Journal-Mine- r.
solved itself Into a committee of the
two
of
It appeared whole to consider between this and
in the surroundings,
SUNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
II. ai tl.e deceased
World, we are enabled to lager our beer
rushed into his the September meeting as to what
In
.'
a
get
Winchester
from
his
t.i
Improve,
passenger
to
har
steps
Fast
be
can
taken
and freight service. Steamship ticket to all part
from four to live months before being marketed.
'
r of other guns in the corner of monize
of the World.
and simplify the existing
one f lhe rooms.
This lagering brings out, to the utmost, that
In pulling the school laws, which are far from being
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso ft gguthwedern,
veil'!"n inwards him It was
satisfactory.
The next meeting win
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
exquisite taste and line flavor characteristic only
ally
tho bullet striking lie held September 28.
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Sauta
of Anheuser-13usc- h
lieer.
linn i the right temple, completely,
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
lie '"Mug the right side of the head,
An Alarming Situation
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Anheuser-Busc- h
results from neglect of
Brewing
Ft
Hie nature of the wound, death, Frequently
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island ft Pacific rill-wael gged bowels an torpid liver, until
lie
have been Instataneous.
St. Louis. V. S. A.
via Torrance, N. M.
fllt
This
oecomes chronic.
" theory of the accident given by constipation
Your business respectfully solicited.
'
who
:n).i-of the coroner's jury is that condition Is unknown to those
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. ORIMSHAW.
use Dr. King's New Life Pills, the
:. he started to pull I he gun
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Ugr.
C. W. KUNZ. Distributor.
him the hammer had been down best and gentlest regulators of Stom0
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Treai.
tiring pin, and getting iu con-w- it ach and Bowels. Guaranteed by all
II
Albuquerque.
A. l. GRIMSHAW,
J. P. LYNG.
Price 25c.
h some obstacle, became dis- - druggists.
City Frt. and Pass. Agt.
Traveling Frt. and Pas. Agt. 0
e ha Je.l.
Corked ar Tin CUP4
Flat straw hats will be worn this
SANTA FE, N. M4
GENERAL OFFICES
le at the year, high straw hats huvlng been
The picnic baskets for
straw-hatflat
However,
year.
worn
last
Mcintosh Hardware company's store
this year will be high.
are indispensable for outing parties.
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COLD STORAGE

El

DID ROBBINS HAVE

BALDWIN

HIM?

REFRIGERATOR
Special (Torres; ondeiiie.
San Francisco. Cal.. June 12. Serst.
Robbing Is poiiiB to live. A whole lot
of people out here are din-plInterested In this, because Kobbltis was
not only one of the heroes but la
known as the mm who had the
closes; of nil tr.e close calls from
death.
Ser;:. Chas. H. Robbins, First Battery of Engi.u ers, was engaged In

You have It in
HOME

YOUR OWN
At
And

a very small cost,
the convenience for
ONE SUMMER

Call and ask to
see the Baldwin Pry Air Circulator.

Is worth the iirice.

J,D.

THiS CHANCE

TO

occccccococccoe

,
HARNESS
SADDLES
BRIDLES

LP

Albuquerque Carriage Co
CORNER

C0OCO0OCOC600Only

ROBES

FIRST STREET AND TIJERAS AVENUE.

Foundry and

S

Machine Works

t

R. P. MALL, Proprietor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Can; IbafUan.
Pulleys, Grade Bart, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron front
Buildings.
Rmpmlrm on Mining and Mill Mmchlnory m Mpoelalty
Foundry east aide of railroad track.
Albaqaera.ee. m. M.

A

tt

LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANS
FER STABLES.
Horses and Mules Bought and Exchanged.
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second Street, between Railroad and
Copper Avenue.

HOUSE

WHITE

OF

Albuquerque

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

SHORTCAKE AT

a

WITH EVERY VEHI-- .
CLE WE SELL.
Any part falling by
moans of defectlre
material or workman
ship will be made good
without expense to the j
owner, Irrespective of i
time of service TMe
to prices, you can't beat our on the

Our repair shop is In the hands of skilled men and Is equipped with
all necessary appliances for doing the highest grade of repairing, upholstering, trimming and painting. Ring up, write or call.

SE-

CURE BARGAINS IN

mm

fully protects you as to quality,
tame grade of goods.

Scr-mit- t

STREET

1

This Strong:
Guarantee

mend your compiiny, to all working people especially, as
my experience fuliy demonstrates the value of your combination policy. For almost five months now I have been
unable to do an work whatever and having a wife and
four children to support this accident claim has been a
source of great comfort to me during my sickness and
enforced idleness.
Again thanking you, I beg to rcroalu.
Very truly yours,
JOB SCHM1TT.
severely
was
scalded by the burstP. S. Mr.
ing of an immense vat In the local brewery some five
months ago. He carried a $1,000 policy which cost him
but $29.20 per year and provides $1,000 In case of death
anil $3 a week in case of sickness or an accident and
should he live twf nty years about the entire amount paid
in will be returned to him.
F. B. SCHWENTKER.

EMMONS, the FURNITURE MAN

BOTH PHONES.
CORNER COAL AVENUE AND SOUTH SECOND

PAGE SEVEN.

Albuquerque, N. M., June 5, 1906.
Mr. F. D. Schwontkor. Manager Pacific Mutual Lire Insurance Compnny, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Pear Sir: I wish to thank you very kindly for the
check for $98.67, which I have today received from your
company in full payment for my accident claim. My
only rcjrret is that I did not apply for a $2,000 policy
which would have given nie $10 per week for the last
twenty weeks intend of the $3 per week which 1 am receiving under thr. $1,000 policy. I can certainly recom-

HIS NERVE WITH

Is a luxury every one cannot afford, but with a

C1

EVENING CITIZEN.

T
Q
V

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Washington, D. C, June 12.
ELITE CFE
General Bonding Supplies
one kind of strawberry short cake is
AND ETC.
on the presidential
countenanced
GOOD
TABLE BOARD. $4 A
table In the White House. Mrs. Mark
AS. M
Hanna gave the highly prized recipe WEEK. AT ELITE CAFE. 120 WEST
Both Phonei
Third and Marquettt
ROBBING
in .Mrs. Roosevelt In the first snnng SILVER AVENUE, CLOSE TO POST- We are offering some very ipecial prices on "this line of goods
of the latter's regime hs chatelaine of OFFICE
you
buy.
get
prices
you
before
to
out
pay
certainly
and it will
dynamiting walls nt Turk and Mason the historic mansion. It was at one
Bain and Old
streets. A wall fell Just as Robbins of those famous corned beef bash
CO.
was planting his explosives. For over breakfasts which the genial Ohio man J STEAM
CARPET
CLEAN KG
Hickory Wagons
two hours he lay beneath tons of was fond of civini: to his intimate
THORNTON T ho ClOtncr
Spring Wagons
brick, badly crushed, but somewhat friends, that the president and Mrs.
Cleans everything.
He is Mie a
protected by fallen timbers.
Roosevelt were Introduced to strawMoving, pack- - a
and
Buggies
Man.
Furniture
INSECT
It was a, close call. But wait! As berry short cake, as it is understood
Mrs. Richards received a lieautiful toing and shipplug. unpacking and a
Carr
ages
rescuers
experience,
Ohio.
in
the
the
dug
Since
down to him, they
that
from the club
ken .of remembrance
setting up, and la no upstart at V
.
.
r im
a. .
i
XX members, a sterling fruit spoon, en- - saw nun waiving nis arms, trying by head of the nation has refused to acHarness and
the business. There is no other f
signs,
being
speechless.
cept
any
w
It'll
Hanna
craved
substitute for the
to tell them
her name. The occasion
Just Thornton. Both 'Phones. V
'
Saddles
something.
delicacy.
except
tinge
one,
was a happy
for the
737 South Walter Street
Look out: suddenly yelled a
This short cake should be called
of sadness at the prospect of bo soon
t quality
short cake. It Is of the spouge
one of their most popular andicuer; "ne's got his hands full of
and price la
or pound cake variety, with whipped
members, who .will soon leave mite!"
yo
Sure enough, Robbins had lain cream, bits of pineapple and lemon
F.
for her new home In Albuquerque,
what
want, we. ask
where in the fall her husband will as- - there all that time with 10 sticks of mixed in, and icing several Inches PAINTS, OILS. VARNISHES- AND
that you give
sume his duties as one of the instruc- - dynamite in his hands.
They rescued high, giving it the festive look of a
BRUSHES.
us a onance
Las Cruces him very carefully ' and took him to bride's cake. It is made of biscuit
The Santa Fe has issued a newors at the university
Leather,
Harness, Saddles, Lap
to figure wltH
(the General hospital at the Presidio. dough, baked in a square pan and cut Dusters, Whips, Axle Oils,
leaflet giving timely information re-- ! Citizen.
etc. Palyou.
I Prof,
and Mrs. Richards will sooni "I was conscious all the time." in squares, with good rich cream and metto Roof Paint; lasts five years
iri rrl in i Iho nmint rv nlon i? t ho rout-and
remove to tnis city rrom las cruces, ' saia Kobblns to a representative of'nne sugar spread on generously.
to the Pacific coast.
leaks. Cae'a paid for Hides and J. KORBER & CO., Wholesale and Retail, Albuquerque
jand they will find many friends here! this paper at t'he hospital today. "As But the berries are the thing. This stops
Pelts.
F. O. Keyes, with the Santa Fe who will accord them a most cordial, well as I could I was digging my way Mrs. Hanna impressed most earnestly 408
AVENUE.
WEST RAILROAD
Only
at I.a Junta. Is in the city, the guest generous welcome. Prof. Richards out, and when I got a hole through upon Mrs. Roosevelt's mind.
of Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Lamkin, South was recently elected a member of the I stuck out my hand with the lvna- - large, sweet, absolutely perfect ber- THIRD STREET
Walter street, who are the parents of 'faculty of University of New Mexico.J ;mlte in it to show the rescuers that rles are used. They are cut In two
WE FILL
death was likely to come to all of us and placed between the two layers
Mrs. Keyes.
PRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
at anv niinute. It was tough lying and but slightly bruised. Over the
lITFIVft flF IIMTFRFVT
Walter King is now acting in
berries the juice of other berries is
thore lAloncside enoimh
tr
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEcapacity of passenger conductor on
FROM MAM1FI ITO l),ow a "K building sky high, but I'm poured and the same is repeated on All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats.
At
Consistent
NUE, NEXT 10 BANK OF
position
cf
iwni
coniing out al rigI,t
the main line. His old
tne top, with the addition of cream
Steam Sausage Factory.
COMMERCE.
Prices
conductor on tne snort run west irom ,j o .
j
and pulverized sugar. During the sea- Williams is now filled by Conductor
EMIL KLEINWORT.
M?' June 12.-- Mr.
boii few of the forenoon repasts are
NT.CE FOR PUBLICATION.
3 a"'
served without strawberry short cake. Masonic Building, North Third Street.
Croy, for some years main holder,
(Homestead Entry No. R95C.)
In asking a friend to share this early
CXDCXXIOCOOCOOCOOCOOOCOOCO
s Issued by the Department of the Interior.
M. L. Vaughan, dispatcher at Wins-- ; of the grading-contraLand
meal, the president adds, during
accompanied by his wife, stopped; anta te system, ipaid Manuelito ai fice at Santa Fe N
strawberry time, that he can treat
Wootton & Myer,
.
r
iyuB
in ut. wuiiaiiis ine oriit-- r uay wi
his guest to a feast fit for the gods,
THE CELEBRATED
few hours' visit with his sons, Earl,
.4 .liV-Wlilt) iw If the cook will put up some short
- V. "
narry tuiu rminer, wuue vu iut- - ,
Tinto a 7branch" lowing nflruod isettler fias fileu DO- - cake.
s
to turn the
t,
()f h,
to the coast for a short vacation.
lnten,U)n to make final
This chosen tlish Is always prepared
ttle
Pro3f In support of his claim, and under the direct supervision of the
v ardmasterG. A. Cox, of Trinidad. '?i
ion PT"r' cf the rail-- tnat sa,(,
b
f w,
f
faithful Henrv Pirknev. the npuro
and the conductor on train No. 1, the road bridges. He was accompanied ihn nrnimtp clerk at Albuquerque, fat.
AND RENTALS
Ktpnnni whn
ihe HnoRf-vt-ltuy iu w uc, win ims uiil
tuner oay wt-rairwsieu
liiumnu
Mexico, on July 5. 190G. viz.:
New
A SPECIALTY
IRRIGATING
PLANTS
Albany
and
.luring
in
residence
their
A1blocking the streets. Here in
turned from Colorado.
Jonn M. Gunft. of Laguna. Valencia
Ranches and Farms
Imquerque freight trains are som-- ;
The Holbrook ageni, W. Daum, well county. N. M., for the north half of ever since. Plncknev does all the
HOUSE MOVING
markttine. and careful observers can
times allowed to block the streets liked by all who know him, has taken
PUMPS, TANKS
M.
V
uui noie 111s anxieiy ...during
uif
a few weeks' vacat ion nn1 gone to tnwnchln
for some time.
..
7 nnrth
Correspondence Solicited.
rnnva
Bottled In Bond.
......,
.....- -, It
uerry season.
wnn
me nrsi
He is
.V
Kansas, intending to .hrlnir Mlsa jiary
.,,
.
,
, ,
,
123 8. Third St.,
(nr,B(!0.
...V.
a . ln ,n n. n
Hn
AND WINDMILLS
1 '
uange
says:
wun
(lawn
01
unci
1"
sta-tonis whroii
Lawrence Hose, ci that
ine ita:on
back with him
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.
hi
continuous residence Illale8 the rotln(lg of ,ht. commission
!t0 I'r-v- e
Lee, a well known young man of Al- - Mrs. Daum.
STEWART'S STEEL LAWN FENCE. rxxxxxxxx
buquerque.
in the city, the guest
j. McAllister, for the past, year f upon and cultivation of said land, ni:iri.-- t tn pvt he pick of the goods.
James K. Hunt and family. Mr. Lee.rrat;,,- at Houch. was giving a freight viz.:
Cor. Lead Avenue and First Street.
Kenneth C. C. Gunn E B. Millett.
.
Distillers.
t
intit oin n 1 ro untar no t h r cotviia i t t l
&
Death From Lockjaw
' Never follows an injury
the engineering corps of the St. Louis,. svvlnKing door of a refrigerator car
'
IwiinL New Meo
FRANKFORT. KY.
with
FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE,
dressed
Rocky Mountain & Pacific railway. ;Ktruck his nand, breaking his third.""
Buckkn'8 Arnica balve. Its antisepLOANS.
H.
MANTEL R OTERO,
ma ijuiui. it
prevent
iiuKt-- i aim Di ui&in
tic and healing properties
Automatic phone 451.
Register
The other Suntlay morning a to
be steadily improving and Mr. Mc-- ;
blood poisoning.
Cnas. Oswald, merRoom 10, N. T. Armijo Building.
0
MELINI & EAKIN
freight car got loose In "the Williams Alllster
General Repair Shop.
is about to take his wife nnd
Itch!
Itch!
N. Y.,
Itcn!
Scratch! chant, of Rensslaersville,
yards and ran down tne track, meet- Furniture packed end crated; gaso
L1,c
UUI- - onaini.
141111.
Sole Agents.
"It cured Seth Burch, of
lie IllOie J OU writes:
hDn
ln
t tV,dnM
. l.fe
... maieo
- ""
, .
..f,... In
,lwirltll-oil nclno
...f,...v.
.. .
TI,K1
line and gas stoves repaired.
Dnfu
Ik.
..H...
c(
' " ltt
" lav
HIS
ii.
ih Ii nil i .ir ".'iclilt; UKH
HI BUic uu VI.
Liiilliavr,
lilt
ui
in
N.
Albuquerque,
M.
S. O. Miller.
The car get the worst;
1 ever saw." Cures Cuts. Wounds.
V:iing Mr. Crumm. a brother-in-laI an's Ointment.
Next to Walton'c drug store, SoutU
ec-It cures miles,
neck
.
of the encounter, and was damaged so . t ct
......
.
.
199.
.
.
Automatic
Phone,
.
.......
.
.
f
.
i ... i ....
(,...,
i
n
.i
Third street.
m jum
any iwu iit iiins. ah uiuggisiH, iJinns auu ou k. -- jc, ui ail urug- badly that the servicea of the wrecker visit t0
UP TO DATE SIGNS
nepnew Kaymond Aldrk-h- , sell it.
cists.
had to be called into use to clear the who has hs
been clerking in his father's
track.
trailing store for some time past.
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
Mr. Boggs, section foreman in P.
PIONEER BAKERY
There Is some speculation as to
W. Strong's Sons
0.
SIMON
BALLING,
Proprietor.
where the Houston and Texas Cen- his place has come a Mr. Keyes, who,!
llC-r- Vl
J I
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
I
l!"
11
tral will 'bring its proceedings to en- it Is hoped, will prove a pleasant ad-STRONG BLOCK.
riRB
join the enforcement of the railroad dltlon to our small circle.
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY.
INSURANCE.
commission's order adopting two and
Henry Dodge, from Round Rock,
Building Aaaocl
Secretary
Mutual
one-ha- lf
. I :.
cent fares on that road. The n u In" 1 I. I " . nn"
We desire patronage and we guar- tion. Office at 217 West R&llroa4
"Y?"
question is whether the suits will be
1
antee
baking.
first
class
CONHINCS
avenue.
'
brought in the state or federal courts.
207 South First Street, Albuquerque.!
TWO SIGHTS ON A SOLID
It is expected that the other roads
The firm selling such goods as the
LENS.
NOTHING TO BKEAK
TOTI A OR API
will join in by showing that they genuine Chickering,
M. DRAGOIE
Everett, Kim-APART OK INTERFERE
would lie affected by any reduction ball pianos and others, need not boast
Superintendent
Falrvlew
and
I
Dealer In
ln
Dealers
Hay,
Groceries,
Provisions,
on a competing line.
of their square dealings; their goods
WITH THE
'
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.
Grain and Fuel.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
"
speak for themselves. The most se- SIGHT.
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquors
M. ANUFACTUH ED BY THE.
The Southern Pacific company has wt
MONUMENTS
d M
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, an4
Ed,n and
and Cigars, place your order for
filed on a tract near Stein s Pass N. vlct
mat.hlnps
talk,
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
this line with us.
M.. for m neral purposes.
The and iu ,he B01ltllwei,t. 0pen and
N. Second St.. Both Phones.
300 North Broadway, corner of WastV
ALBUQUERQUE
wnin
N.MEX.
contains big stone quarries, and it is
THE WHITSON MUSIC rn
Ington avenue, Albuquerque. N. Jt.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
reported that a rock crusher, with a
rapacity of l.ooO to 1,500 tons per day,
will be operated. It is said that the
ISLAji'
RUy
UP "UajJU1 'iULJaV
crushed rock will be used In ballasting the main line of the Southern Pacific between Dragoon Summit and
Tucson. It is also said that the
tracks across the alkali flats and dry
lakes near WUcox. will le heavily
ballast d. These dry lakes become
filled with water during the rainy
season.
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ASSESSED VALUATIONS
OF ARIZONA

i

RAILROAD.

The Arizona territorial equalization
its
board practiealy has completed
fixing the following rates:
wrk,
South rn Pacific, 312.5 miles, at
f 11. oho per mile.
Kl Paso & Soutawestern, Mi. 3 miles,
at $".'iuo per mile.
&
Northern,
t'.ila Valley. Globe
124.5 miles, at Jti.ouo per mile.
Morenci Sou' hern, 18 miles, at $.1,- -

M

af-e- r

!er

'.H7.22

i

&

Manistee,

14

miles, at

..

.

f:l.D4t.57

Pr

FAKEWELL

'II

".7

niiU.u

at

I

MR.

.

R'CHARDS

The Social club and '.he Wednesday Literary club, together, tendered
to
a Voiuplimeiitary farewell soda!
I). M.
one of their members. Mrs
the beautiful shade
Kiehards. . 1'niler
.4.1- .
i
"
uoiur I.n
Tree or tne
they1
meet,
so
would
ladles
elded :he
had an especially good time there.
.

.

&

Santa

F"e

Railway

.
Ot 1,000 business sod residence
size 25x142 feet, laid out w to broad 8" sod
street, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and (rand old aaade tree; pabll school tons, eoV
ibf i It .000; churche), Commercial cluh; a population of 1.600 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments to New Mexico; the Belen Patent Roller mill, capacity, 150 barrel dally; large winery; tare kotel.
Mi'.tsraota, etc. Belen li the largest shipping polDt for wool, (lour, wheat, wine, beaca and hay In Central New Mexico. Ita importance a a great commercial railroad city ln the near fitur cannot be estimated.

3

io--

"1

mile.
TO

of The Atchison, Topeka

Cut-o- ff

The Belen Tcwn aod Improvement Company Own the Belcn Townsite

road,
Arizona Copper company's
linel. ".5 liliK s. at $2,i0
I
per mile.
Grand Canyon railway, Cti 4j miles,
at I4.5"1' per mile.
-

Located on the Eelen

mile.

hit mile.
Jerome road .(United Verde I, 27.3
miles, at $". o per mile.

..-

he Futute Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico

39'in is 31 miles south of Albuquerque, N. M., at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,
Kansas City, Galveston and points east to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

Maricopa & Phoenix, 4D miles, at
$.Y;ru p r mil"'.
New Mt xico & Arizona, 15 miles,
mile.
at I2."imi
SaL-ina-

9

I
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"ffj
2

'

W

"

r8T
Tlf

:oi

ctTered

LIMITED EXPPESS

70-fo-

MIL

ND FREIGHT TRAINS OP THE SANTA FE RQUTf

W.LL

are In the center cf the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation!; do
ibop. etc, etc Also a
modern hotel.

tiki Lai vcci yard, drug itore. bT.e

firat-clas-

OU

pi
JOHN BECKER,

GO OVER

and or gravel,

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.
We need a

Brat-clas-

s

bakery, tailor ibop. a'ooe houae. Jeweler, plumbing

:aatr

mill.

TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS.
PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS;
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES. IF YOU WISH TO 8ECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Improvement
Town
The
Belen
and
President'.)
"HUM"

sao.

n

H,llli'

W

WM. M. BERGER, Secretary

hfl

II
II
PACE EIGHT.

ALBUQUEKQUE

CITIZEN.

EVENING

TUESDAY, JUNE

12, 1906.

K. C Whitson, vice president;
Mrs.
tana
W.
John Butler, chaplain; W
Jr., nergeant; Miss Williams,
secretary; Mies Dye, master at arms.
Dr. N. B, Wilson and Dr. Pntchin, the
physicians, and Frank Ackerman, the
treasurer of the Brotherhood, are
To any man who does not inspect our line of Outing
elected for one year, hence their ofand
after Inspection does not conclude to buy one, a thewSuitsrethe
fices will not expire until the coming
WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Office over Mandcll's on Railroad
cheapest and best In town.
IVeember. A public installation of
and Second
Partly cloudy tonight and Wednet the above newly elected olfleers will avenue, between First
AN OPPORTUNITY TO KEEP COOL.
Hours from 8 to 12 a in., 1:30
day. with thundershowers In north and be helil In t1ks' hflll the first Monday streets.
5 p. m.
to
'phone
Auto
203.
hn July.
east portions of the territory.
C. W. Cook. Jr.. the local traveling
Dr. Williams has practiced his proARRIVAL OF TRAINS.
representative of the Santa Fe Rail- fession In Las Vega for the past
way company, returned to the city seventeen years.
The 4 o'clock report on passenger this morning from a business trip to
El Paso and other, southern cities. He
trains duo hero hl8 evening:
TICKETS BOUGHT. SOLO
No. 1 On time.
WILL MAKE YOU COMFORTABLE
found the weather very warm, but
DURING
THE
HOTTEST
AND EXCHANGED
No. 7 ll:4o p. in.
did not prevent him from doing
that
WEATHER.
THEY GIVE FREE ACCESS TO THE AIR. DO NOT
No. 912:05 n. m.
some missionary work for the fall terAssociation Offlot
No. 8 On time.
ritorial fair. Ho states that Blsbee,
OBSTRUCT THE MOVEMENT OF THE ANKLE, AND SHOW OFF
Transactions
No. 4 On time.
Douglas, Tucson, and other southern
Guaranteed
THE BEAUTY OF YOUR FOOT TO THE BEST ADVANTAGE.
good
supporting
towns
are
Arizona
for base ball clubs this summer, and ROSENHEIM'S, 118 W, R, R. Ave,
Fred Olero wan a passenger
THEY CLING CLOSELY TO THE HEEL ANT) PREVENT SLIPSanta Ke thin morning.
line includes
these towns, s says Mr. Cook, will
most
PING UP AND DOWN.
NO BREAKING IN REQUIRED.
Emll Mho, merchant of t'ubero, Va undoubtedly be represented In the
complete
assortment of patterns
lencia county, was In Albuquerque yes fair base ball tournament. At the Pass
City he talked base ball, but could
terday.
SHOE STORE
have
up
get.
we
ever brought to town.
the right kind of enthusiTraveling Territorial Auditor C. V. not
Safford Is In l.as I'ruccs on oflicial asm. Mr. Cook will leave tomorrow
WOMEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00, $2.25
skeleton
Coats
lined, allowing
are
for Chicago, first going to Denver and
business.
WOMEN'S TAN OXFORDS
to Kansas City, where on Fri$1.65, $2.25, $2.50, $2.75, $3.00
Juan Sandoval, the genera! merchant thence
perfect
wormanship
fit.
day he will meet Mr. McCanna. and
WOMEN'S BLACK KID OXFORDS.... $1.50, $1.75, $2.25, $2.75, $3.00
and sheen raiser of the Nacimlento both will Journey together to
No. 121 West Railroad Avenue.
country,
In Hie city for a few days.
is
made
with
tops
peg
and
up bottoms
WOMEN'S PATENT KID OXFORDS
$2.50. $2.75. $3.50
Herman Blueher, who accompanied
MEN'S CANVAS OXFORDS, LEATHER SOLES
$1.50
the remnins of his father to Maseou-taWhite shoes are easily soiled, and
111., for burial, has returned to the during
MEN'S TAN OXFORDS
the season when white canvas
$2.25, $3.50
city.
shoes are worn, you want a preparaMEN'S BLACK KID OXFORDS
$1.25, $2.75, $3.00, $3.50
Mrs. T. S. Hubbell and son. Tommy, tion that is cleaning in use, that is
No. 424 North Second St.
will leave tonight for southern Cali easily applied, and that really reMEN'S PATENT COLT OXFORDS
$3.00, $3.50, $4.00
fornia. They will be absent several stores the original purity and smoothSTASLE
ness of the surface. In other words, SANITARY BOARDING
months.
you
want
"Blanco,"
white
the
standard
Marjorle
Cft2
Mayme
Miss
Reed
and
Miss
F. T. SCHMIDT, Prop.
Kauffman left this morning for Toledo, for white leather and canvas articles
8AUCES AND CONDIMENTS.
spend the of all kinds; 10c and 25c per package,
Ohio, where they will
at C. May's shoe store, 314 West Rail- Colo, phone, Blk. 35.
Auto., 311,
summer months visiting friends.
avenue.
When purchased at F. P. Trotter'
Max H. Fitch, general manager for road
grocery store, are sure to bring the the Southwestern Ixiad and Coal com
The "Affidavits" are open for a
operating in Socorro county. challenge from any
team on
right flavor to all dishes Into which pany,
Is registered at the Alvarado.
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they enter. This Is because we alS.
Heaven and fam
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NOTHING
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ways procure the best manufactured. ily left on the California limited today
DAYS THAN AN ICE COLD
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IS
THAT
cottage for the summer.
liable and personally guarantee them. take a
CHILLED. INCLUDE
Members of the Albuquerque Social THOROUGHLY
NEXT ORDER.
ists' club are requested to attend a ONE IN YOURSAN
JOSE MARKET.
meeting to be held on the first floor
of the Commercial Club building to
Boys wanted, at the Casino tonight.
night.
NOTICE.
Willard Strickler, Jr., son of W. S.
LADIES' AND MISSES' SUMMER
CHILDRENS' STRAW SAILORS.
Owing to the removal of the office.
TWO-PIECMEN'S AND YOUTH'S
Strickler, will leave tonight for Ijos
No. 118 and 120 South Second street Angeles, where he will spend the 01 me Aiimquerque t raction company,
CAPS.
SUITS.
To make a rapid selling, we have
summer witn his grandmother, Mrs. ear tickets will be on gale at O. A.
e
Matson & Co's. and Sturges' cigar
Choice cf any
suits,
S. M. Strickler.
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The picnic baskets for sale at the
reduction.
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See
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special
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Straw
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Chi
University
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of
cago.
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largest
The
line of Trunks, Suit
For Zoological Parks.
BOYS' AND CHILDREN'S WASH
o
William li. Douglas, United States
Cases and Bags shown here. Call
Live antelope, heaver, otter, wild
BOYS' WAISTS.
examiner of surveys, who was at
SUITS.
line
In and look at our assortment, beSanta Fe, examining the bona fides of turkeys, blue loco, and mountain topapplications for township surveys, in knot partridges, fox and black squirenshowing a large assortplaced
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fore buying. Prices always the
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China
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sale
We
We
on
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lowest. Genuine Fiber Gross Suit
tire stock of Doys' and Children's
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at
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and
me
at
birds.
and
Write
and
tell
mining
engineer.
Dr. F. A. Jones, the
weight for a lady.
tion. See window display.
25c
the low price of
was a passenger for Santa r e tins what you can get. Dr. Cecil French,
D. C.
morning. After attending to pro Naturalist, Washington,
NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
o
fessional - business In the territorial
Free aerial act and band concert on
capital, Dr. Jones will start for a Tuesday night at the Casino.
THE ARCH FRONT.
SOUTH 8ECOND STREET.
two weeks' Journey to the White
Oaks mining district.
THE MAZE.
Herbert Rankin, son of County Sur Camp Chairs
35c to 5fc
veyor D. J. Rankin, who returned
$1.75
Settees
home from the Kansas state univer- Uwn
$1.35
sity at Iiwrenoe, a few days ago, left Sewing Tables
rt
Rubber tired folding
$3.00
last night for Belen to accept a posi 50-ft
good
quality cotton garden
tion with the engineering department
hose
$6.75
of the New Mexico Eastern Railway Spring
scale with scoop, 25 lb.
company.
capacity
$1.25
Quite a large number of friends Counter scale, 240 lb. capacity. . .$4.00
We always knew we made good soda water. We had
surprised Miss Uzzle Westerfeld, at Platfrom scale, fiOO lb. capacity, $13.5j
a pretty good opinion of our ice cream too. But when
the residence of her mother, Mrs. C. The finest washing machine on
Westerfold, 611 South liroadway, last
we see the continued Increase in the amount of
the
$S.OO
evening, the occasion being Miss Liz- Single market
these good things we sell, we are Inclined to think
$(.(I0
buggy harness
Music,
birthday
anniversary.
zie's
that other folks think them good also. Do you? Try
games and a toothsome lunch made
MAZE.
THE
It, you'll see.
the evening all too short.
Wm. Kiecke, Prop.
o
Invitations are out announcing the
Ladies always welcome, day or
approaching marriage of Miss Helen,
daughter of Judge and Mrs. Henry evenings, at the West bowling alleys.
J, H. O'RIELLYCO, Druggists
Barnett Building
U Wlildo. to Albert L. Rogers, Jr., of
STAMPING
DOrJE
AT
HALF
Vegas. The wedding will take PRICE THIS WEEK,
Iia
AT MRS.
parplace at the home of the bride's
ents, at No. 1515 Llnwood boulevard,
Kansas City, Mo., on Wednesday af
See the picnic baskets in the Mcln-tosWholesale Distributers: McCorrrtick Mowers,
and Harternoon, June 27, at 4:30 o'clock. Rev.
Hardware company's display
Robert Talbot officiating. It will be window.
vesting Machinery. Birdsell Wagons,
Presses.
a quiet affair only the family of the
SCREEN TIME IS COMING.
bride to be present.
Window
screens,
7 cents per foot.
Winchester Rifles, Shot Guns and Ammunition.
"The Ham Wlhat Am" sang little Luhome made door, with trimmings
cille May, at the Casino last night, In forA $1.25.
a charming manner, indeed. The song
We are making window screens all
is one composed for the Armour Packtogether, and as strong as
ing company, and makes a big hit, mortised
South First Street
North First Sireet
40 J,
door, for 7 cents a square foot A
as sung by Miss May. On leaving the ascreen
door,
or
that
stage amid a triumphant applause, will
outlast any door shipped In here
Miss May was accosted by a young
me cast, together with trimman with a large boquet of roses and irom
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bearing
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the
We
the regular shop made
of J. O. Sutherland, local agent for screen make
doors that have always cost,
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Packing
the Armour
heretofore, $2.00 to $2.25, for $1.50.
J. B. Block, proprietor of Block's
N. M.
SUPERIOR LUMBER AND
four horse stage line, between this
PLANING MILL CO.
city and the Jemez hot springs, and
FIRST ESTABLISHED
Get your team together, boys and
D.
also a fine hotel at the resort, announces In his advertisement In this come down and beat the "Affidavits"
OPTICIAN IN
at the West bowling alley.
paper that he has half a dozen
NEW MEXICO.
of from two to four rooms, and
The picnic baskets for sale at the
all neatly furnished, for rent to tourMcintosh
Hardware company's store
ists visiting the springs, for housekeeping. The cottages are in No. 1 are indispensable for outina oarties,
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PROSPECTIVE BUILDERS.
to the Jemez hot springs this summer
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Mr.
get
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touch
should
sold here that will not pop, crack or
Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, ClockB, Silverware. We Invite
PRESIDENT OF
Glasses fitted for relief of poor
once.
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your trade and guarantee A 8QUARE DEAL.
NEW MEXICO
of
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vision, headache
and
specified In your contract.
The other evening, at a meeting
Fraternal Brotherhood, new officers
Appointments
HAHN & CO.
strain.
made at
OPTICAL BOARD.
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to serve six mouths, were elected as
Vann's drug store.
Whitcomb Springs Delightful sum
follows: B. Ruppe, president; Mrs.
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lic, ijood rooms, good meals, every
ming clean and nice. Bring your
rammes and come out and see us.
Mr. and Mrs. Thompson.
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ING SUITS. SEE THEM
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WM. CHAPLIN'S

MS! Fine Shoes

and
turn

London Club
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Pants

Prices Range from $6.50 to $20

LIVERY COMPANY

tSIMON
STERN
Railroad Avenue Clothier

The Golden Rule Clothing Store
The Store for Style, Service
Saving
and

Special Attractions

in Our

Juvenile Department this Week

F. F. TROTTER
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Chll-dren-

two-piec-
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The Hickoz - Maynard Co.
Pickard's Hand
Fine new
Painted
just arrived.
We invite your inspection,

'

Whitney Company

Tasty Fountain Beverages

go-ca-

Alaska Refrigerators,
White Mountain Freezers,
Blue Flame Oil Stoves,
Gasoline Stoves.
Lawn and Garden Tools

,

SASH,

CEMENT,

LUMBER,

Rakes
Mead Hay

Doors, Glass, Paint and

'

REX FLINTKOTE ROOFING

H3, U5,

MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED
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Albuquerque Lumber Co.
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BOYS WASH SUITS
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Boys Russian Blouse Suits, 3 to 5 years;
fancy colors; only

$1.50

Boys' Russian or Sailor Blouse Suits, 3
!
8 years; brown linen

SI.75

1-

ASK

S3.50
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TO

BE SHOWN

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

CUT FLOWERS.

1

IVES, THE FLORIST.

Nobby white mercerized Russian or Sailor
Blouse, 2
to 8 years; $3.25 and

)

tosh

window.

All the newest novelties in
Wash Suits for Boys.
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